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Executive Summary

The Solid Waste Projection Model (SWPM) system is an analytical tool developed by Pacific

Northwest Laboratory (PNL) for Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC). The SWPM system pro-

vides a modeling and analysis environment that supports decisions in the process of evaluating various

solid waste management alternatives.

This document, one of a series describing the SWPM system, contains detailed information regard-

ing the software and data structures utilized in developing the SWPM Version 1.4 Database. This

document is intended for use by experienced database specialists and supports database maintenance,

utility development, and database enhancement.

Those interested in using the SWPM database should refer to the SWPM Database User's Guide.

This document is available from the PNL Task M Project Manager (D. L. Stiles, 509-372-4358), the

PNL Task L Project Manager (L. L. Armacost, 509-372-4304), the WHC Restoration Projects Section

Manager (509-372-1443), or the WHC Waste Characterization Manager (509-372-1193).
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1.0 Introduction

The Solid Waste Projection Model (SWPM) system is an analysis tool developed for Westinghouse

Hartford Company's (WHC's) Restoration Projects Section by Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) (''

to assist analysis of complex waste management issues. The SWPM system provides the ability to

develop projections of solid waste volumes and characteristics and evaluate alternative waste treatment
and disposal strategies.

A generic representation of the system modeled by the SWPM is shown in Figure 1. I. Waste is
received from waste generating facilities and is distributed to various operations. Operations are

defined as either "treatments" or "disposals" and are linked to other operations to represent a given

waste 'management scheme. Each operation has an associated storage option to track waste volumes

that arrive in excess of defined capacity.

The SWPM system consists of three modules: the database, the user interface, and the model.

Figure 1.2 shows how the components of the system interact and the organization responsible for each

component.

The SWPM database, which is described in this technical reference manual, performs three

important functions for the SWPM system. First, the database provides secure storage for waste vol-

ume forecasts and for system characterizations. Second, it produces the Reference Data Library for

input to the model. Last, it uses the information to generate data reports for performing studies with-

out the model. Information such as physical attributes of wastes or waste packaging can be summarized

using standard data reports. The database reports can also be used to verify or review the information

stored in the system.

The SWPM database uses Paradox database software. Data are entered and maintained through

menus and custom data entry screens. There are two distinct types of data in the database. As shown

in Figure 1.1, volumes and characteristics that describe the waste from the waste ger,erators, as well as

the cost, capacity, and flow instructions for the treatment, storage, and disposal (TSD) operations, are

maint,4tined. As illustrated in Figure 1.2, waste generator information is maintained by WHC, while

TSD data are maintained by PNL.

The database, with its menu structure and data entry screens, provides the ability to assemble and

maintain many different waste volume forecasts and any number of TSD alternatives, and to make

large-scale changes to this information.

(a) The Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated by the Battelle Memorial Institute for the U.S.
Department of Energy under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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Figure 1.1. The Solid Waste Management System Representation

1.1 Solid Waste Projection Model Database System Goal

The goal of the SWPM database is to provide the environment for collecting and maintaining the

data required for input to the SWPM system. In addition, the SWPM database provides forecast data

summary reports. The primary processes performed by the SWPM database include the following:

• maintain waste generator data

• maintain TSD data

• maintain model-variable dictionary data
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• maintain feature codes and descriptions

• produce forecast data summary reports

• produce the reference data library files.

Figure 1.3 shows the primary processes performed by the SWPM database in a data flow diagram.

This figure represents the flow of information between the processes, and the external sources and !

destinations for data.

1.2 Documents

This Database Technical Reference Manual descritses Version 1.4 of the SWPM database,

discusses the hardware and software requirements necessary to operate the database, and defines the

directory and the data structure in which the information is stored. Five additional documents, which

provide instructions in the use, maintenance, and application of the SWPM system, complete the docu-

mentation set. These documents are the System Overview, Database User's Guide, the Model User's

Guide, the Model Technical Reference Manual, and the Configuration Management and Administration

Plan. The following is a brief description of each of the six manuals:

• System Overview - provides an overview of the SWPM system and an assessment of potential

appiications

• Database User's Guide - provides instructions for data entry, maintenance, and reporting
i

• Model User's Guide - provides instructions for model operation and execution

• Model Technical Reference Manual - describes model software and applications

• ,SWPMDatabase (version 1.4) Technical Reference Manual - describes database software, utilities,
and structure

• Configuration Management and Administration Plan - provides instructions for long-term system
administration and maintenance.

This Database Technical Reference Manual is provided as a reference guide for a knowledgeable

database specialist. Chapter 2 of this manual addresses hardware and software requirements and the

structure of the SWPM database. The remaining chapters detail the essential operations and functions
performed by the database and the specific routines, tables, and scripts that must be accessed and
maintained to provide continuing database support.
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It is important to note, that this manual does not contain any user help information, nor does it

attempt to assist the analyst in reporting data or in utilizing SWPM data for analyses. The Database

User's Guide and the System Overview will provide the information required for these purposes.
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2.0 Database Hardware and Software Requirements

This chapter provides the database specialist with guidance on hardware and software needed to set

up and operate the SWPM database application.

2.1 Hardware Requirements

2.1.1 Computer type

IBM or compatible with a 20 megahertz 386 processor or better. Lesser processors will work
although performance will probably be unacceptable.

2.1.2 Memory

Two to four megabytes (rob) of RAM is recommended. If Paradox is executed as a Windows 3.1

task, eight mb is recommended.

2.1.3 Disk Space

When using the SWPM database, some report processes will require 30 mb of temporary work
space on disk, the location of which is defined by the Paradox setup. Usually this space must exist on
a local (non- network) hard drive. Approximately 20 mb of permanent storage space will also be used

if a local copy of the database is made by downloading the network database.

2.1.4 Network Access

Access to the network is required, although a user may create a local copy of the database and use
a stand-alone version of Paradox. Section 2.5 contains information about network connections needed

for access to SWPM data.

2°2 Software Requirements

The SWPM database application runs under DOS Version 3.3 or higher. The application requires
Version 3.5 of the Paradox relational database management system. Paradox controls the storage and
retrieval of information on the computer and provides facilities used by the database developer to create
menus, forms, and reports. Certain changes to default parameter settings for the Paradox installation
are required. See Section 2.4.

Access to the file server containing the network Paradox software installation is required in order
to use the network-resident SWPM database. This requirement applies to owners of stand-alone
Paradox copies as well, since multi-user access of network data must be controlled through a file kept
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with the network software. If a user does not own an individual copy of Paradox, he or she must have

approval to use the Paradox software installed under network licer,.se. See Section 2.4 for information

about the server connections required to access SWPM data, application software, and network
Paradox. !

I
l

2.3 Paradox Default Settings

Default settings are modified by playing the CUSTOM script and choosing items to set from the

menus presented. This script can be found in the directory containing the network Paradox software or

in the directory containing a stand-alone Paradox installation.

The directions below show the progression of menu selections needed for each parameter and

assume that the user is starting from the top level menu. Menu selections are shown i: bold. Other

text must be typed in.

Set default length of page to 60 lines -

Reports LengthOfPage 60

Send form feeds at end of every report page -

Reports FormFeed FormFeeds

Treat blanks as zeros for calculating purposes -

Defaults Blank= Zero Yes

Set the private directory to a local hard disk with at least 30 mb of available space. If certain

Paradox files have been copied to a local hard drive to enhance performance or a stand-alone copy

of Paradox is in use, this directory can be the same as the one containing the Paradox software -

Net SetPrivate "private directory name"

When complete, select Do_It! or press F2. Choose l-IardDisk if you are working from a stand-

alone Paradox installation or NetWork if you are running network software. In the latter case, over-

ride the suggested directory and save the configuration to the private directory designated in the
instructions above.

2.4 Required Network Configuration

All SWPM users who wish to access the data and application software on the network need to
connect to the network server as follows:
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USE J: \\"server name + share name"

The server and share name combination is available from the database administrator.

The use of "J:" for the drive designation is recommended. The application will run with other

drive letters, but problems with shared use of the database may result. Also, the drive letter indicates

to the application whether the network reference database is in use. If a local copy is used (or a

network drive designated as something besides "J:"), standard reports will be labeled as "Unofficial."

This is done on the assumption that the reports may be generated from a local, uncontrolled copy of the

database. See Chapter 12 for technical notes on the SWPM start-up script, where the drive designation
is examined.

Users must also connect to the server on which the network Paradox software is installed. This

includes users who have _eir own copy of Paradox or who laave made a local copy of the network

Paradox software for performance improvement. Enter the following:

USE K: \\"server name + share name"

The server and share names are available from the database administrator.

The use of a drive letter other than "K" may hinder the ability, of Paradox to manage multiuser
access to the SWPM database.

The SWPM application software assumes that the user's current working directory is

J:\SWPMDB92. This can be set from the Paradox menu by selecting Tools More Directory and then

entering the directory name. In addition, the default working directory can be changed to this name by

playing the CUSTOM script and designating J:\SWPMDB92 as the initial working directory from the

Defaults menu. A third method to establish the working directory is to include the directory change

command in INIT.SC, a script that Paradox runs immediately after it is first executed. This script

should be located in the private directory for network users and, for stand-alone users, in the directory
that contains the Paradox software.
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3.0 Database Files and Table Structures

This chapter provides the database specialist with a description of file types used in the SWPM

database system and details the structure of the database.

3.1 File Types

Several types of files are used throughout the SWPM database. File types are identified by the file
extension, a one- to three-character suffix appended to the file name. Listed below are descriptions of

the types of files in use:

•BAT DOS batch file - Batch files are used to execute a series of DOS commands.

.DB Paradox database table - These are the files in which data are stored.

.Fnn Paradox form - Forms are used to view and maintain data. They have the same file name as
the related database table. Forms have a file name extension of either ".F" (for the default

form) or ".Frm", where 'nn' is a form number from 1 to 14. As a result of this conver,tion,
there can be no more than 15 forms for each table.

.LIB Paradox library - Libraries contain compiled versions of scripts. Each library may have one
or more compiled scripts.

.PX Paradox primary index - If a table has key fields, a primary index file with the same name as
the table is created and maintained automatically.

.Rnn Paradox report specification - Report specifications are used to display data to a printer,

screen, or file. Each has the same file name as the related database table. Reports have a

file name extension of either ".R" (for the default report) or ".Rrm", where 'rm' is a report

number from I to 14. As a result of this convention, the number of reports associated with
one table is limited to 15.

.RPF Forecast data file produced by the Reference Data Library (RDL) process - These files

contain data extracted from the database, reformatted to a form acceptable for input to the
model, and stored as ASCII text.

.RPS Similar to .RPF files, except contain scenario data.

.RPT Report text files - SWPM database reports are routinely written to this type of file as well as

sent to the printer. Report text files are readable by a text editor and can be printed using
the DOS PRINT or COPY command.
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.SET Paradox image settings - These control numeric precision, column widths, table lengths, and

other table or field defaults. They have the same file name as their corresponding data table.

There is a maximum of one setting file for each data table.

.SC Paradox script - A script is similar to a program or subroutine. Script files contain either

lines of Paradox Application Language (PAL) code or saved queries.

.TXT Plain text files - This type of file is created by certain data convcx_ion processes, which may

later import these text files into Paradox data tables. Plain text files are readable by any text
editor.

.V,aL Paradox validity check - Validity check files contain information used to set maximum,

minimum, and default values for a field. They also determine if the value for a field must

exist elsewhere in the database before it may be used. They have the same file name as their

corresponding data table.

3.2 File Naming and Lotion Conventions

3.2.1 Report Files, Tables, Procedures

Report scripts: PAL\Cnnn.SC, where 'nnn' is report ID number assigned when the

report is added to the Report Manager table

Report tables: WORK\Cnnn. DB

Report specifications" WORK\Cnnn.Rxx, where 'xx' is the Paradox report number

Report queries: Q\Cnnn_x.SC, where 'x' indicates order of use

Note: Some reports use common queries. In such cases, the query is

named for the first report to be implemented usins the query. Other

queries may have compound names indicating applicability to more than

one report process.

Report text files: R\Cnnn.RPT

Erample: For report C312, the tbllowing file names apply -

PAL\C312.SC - script to create the report data

WORK\C312.DB - table in which report data are placed

WORK\C312.R - file containing Paradox report specification

Q\C312_2.SC - one of the queries used to extract data
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R\C312.RPT - text of the report

3.2.2 Data Tables

Forecast data: D\'name'.DB, where 'name' is the entity to which the data applies

Example: D\FOREVOL.DB - table containing forecast volumes

Temporary data entry: WORK\E'name'.DB, where 'name' is defined as for forecast data
above

Example: WORK\EFOREVOL.DB - table to which forevoi data are entered for

validation prior to being automatically added to d\FOREVOL.DB

Lookup, validation data: V\$'name'.DB, where 'name' is the class of item to be validated using
the contentsof this table

Example: V\$WCLASS.DB - table used to validate waste class usage throughout

the application; also controls order of appearance on forms and reports

Other data: 'dir'\'name'.db, where 'dir' is the directory containing the table

named by 'name'

Examples: ACTION\ACTION.DB - table containing action item list for project
team members

D\NOTEPAD.DB - table containing notes about items and issues

identified during data entry

3.2.3 Queries

General purpose: QVname'.SC - where name usually relates to the process within which
the query is used

Examples: Q\C310_4.SC - the fourth query used in the process to create report
C310

Q\VOLSUMI .SC - a query used in creating volume summary
information

Up/Download QA' UPLOADVname'.SC - a query used to perform quality assurance

testing on data uploaded to the network
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Etample: UPLOAD\QA1.SC - a query used to detect missing WG forecasts in the

uploaded FOREVOL table

3.2.4 PAL Scripts

General purpose: PALVname'.SC - where 'name' relates to the process performed by

the script

Examples: PAL\HCD.SC - the script that defines actions to be taken while entering
HCD data

PAL\C309.SC - the script that performs data manipulation required to

produce report C309

Library procedures: UTILVname'.SC, PALVname'.SC, or 'dir'Vname'.SC - where

'name' is usually similar to the function defined by the script and 'dir'

is a special purpose directory other than the UTIL or PAL directories

Examples: UTIL\RPTMGR.SC - the script that defines the Report Manager

procedure, RPTMGR0, that is compiled and stored in library
LIB\UTIL.LIB

PAL\FEAEDIT.SC - the script containing several procedure definitions

that are compiled and written to library LIB\FEAEDIT.LIB

MENU\MENU.SC - the script defining the table-driven menu

procedure that is compiled and written to LIB\UTIL.LIB

Tools: TOOLS\'name'.SC - where 'name' is the name of a development

software tool created for some specific task

Example: TOOLS\RPTSUM.SC - the script that will create report totals tbr one

or more columns during the development of a report

3.2.5 Procedure Libraries and Related Files

Libraries: LIBVname'.LIB - where 'name' is the name assigned to the library of

procedures

Examples: LIB\UTIL,LIB - a library containing a number of miscellaneous

procedures
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LIB\FOREDE.LIB - a library containing data entry procedures for most
of the forecast data tables

Procedure source: See Section 3.2.4 above for conventions and examples

Compile scripts: LiB\'name'.SC - where 'name' is the name of the librr.ry to which

procedures compiled by this script will be written

Example: LIB\UTIL.SC - a script that deletes the existing LIB\UTIL.LIB,

compiles all utility procedures, and writes them into a newly created
LIB\UTIL.LIB

l

3.2.6 Ad Hoc Files

All tables, queries, and related flies are placed in subdirectories of ADHOC\. These subdircctories

are named with the log number assigned when the request is received. The database adminstrator keeps

a manual log of all ad hoc requests. Explanatory notes for ad hoc tasks are kept in the ad hoc log
book.

3.3 Directory Structure

The SWPM database directory structure is designed to meet a number objectives:

• to separate data and software

,, to avoid, as much as possible, hard coding disk drive designations and application directory names
in programs, so that the application is relatively portable to other network drives or workstations

• to provide a coherent, easily understood structure that will simplify maintenance, administration
and further development

• to facilitate uploading to and downloading from a network reference database using sound quality

assurance (QA) procedures.

The general structure shown in Figure 3.1 was adapted from a column by Brian J. Smith in the
June, 1990 issue of "Data Based Advisor" magazine. Certain additions were made to meet SWPM

requirements and to further extend the method of disk space organization advocated in the column.
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SWPMDB92 ADHOC .............Ad hoc query data and other supportfiles

--D .................Forecastdata

--DOC , FIGURES .. Figuresand tables for documentation
_-FORMS ....Forms for record keepingand requests
F-TECH .....Technicaldocumentation
F-USER .....User documentation
F-MISC .....Correspondenceand misc. documents
L-TABLES... Tables containingfield and table

descriptions

--OTSD .............. Treatment, storage and disposal data

--LIB ............... Procedure ]ibrartes

--MENU .............. Menu tabl e

--MVD ............... Model variable dictionary

--PAL ............... Paradox Application Language scripts

--Q .................Queries

--R .................Report text files and report table

--RDL ...............RDL output files

-SS ................Spreadsheetsexported from tables

-STATACC ...........Status accountingfor change requests

-TOOLS .............Developer'ssoftwaretools

--UPLOAD............Tables uploaded from a local database

--UTIL..............Utilityprocedurescripts

-V .................Data validation and lookup tables

-_/ORK..............Work tables and report specificationfiles

Figure 3.1. SWPM Database Directory Structure
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The following is a description of the directories and their contents.

\SWPMDB92 The SWPMDB92 directory contains the application startup script

and, occasionally, other files. No permanent data or program
storage is to be done in this directory.

\SWPMDB92\ADHOC Tables, scripts and other files used to respond to ad hoc requests

for data are kept here. Subdirectories beneath this level are
created as needed with names that correspond to ad hoc query log
numbers assigned to each request.

\SWPMDB92\D The D directory containsdata tables and related files reflecting
the FY 1992 forecast.

\SWPMDB92\DOC The SWPMDB92 Dec directory should only contain
subdirectories. !

\SWPMDB92\DOC\FIGURES Figures and diagrams appearing in the SWPM database

documentation are stored here. Files in this subdirec.tory with
".WPG" as file name extensions were created with DmwPerfect.

Diagrams created with WordPerfect use ".DEC" for extensions.

\SWPMDB92\DOC\FORMS Forms for report requests, logging ad hoc queries, and other

purposes are stored in this directory.

\SWPMDB92\DOC\MISC Memos, DSIs, and other documents are kept in this directory.

\SWPMDB92\DOC\TABLES This directory contains tables, forms, reports, and scripts for col-
lecting information about tables and fields used in the database.
Table 3.1 of this technical reference manual is created from the

Paradox tables and other objects found here.

\SWPMDB92\DOC\TECH This directory contains technical documentation describing
processes, database structures, and other matters of interest to the

database designer, administrator, and programmer.

\SWPMDB92\DOC\USER Database user documentation files are stored in this directory.

\SWPMDB92\DTSD Paradox tables and related files containing TSD data are kept in
this directory.
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\SWPMDB92\LIB The SWPMDB92\LIB directory contains procedure libraries and

the necessary scripts to create and compile the libraries. The

contents of the libraries are defined when certain PAL scripts are

executed and written to the libraries as compiled programs.

(Each individual procedure is documented in Chapter l l.)

\SWPMDB92\MENU This directory holds the menu table and related files and scripts
that define the menu structure and functions available in

SWPMDB92. Using this feature, menu maintenance generally

involves making simple changes to a table rather than modifying

program code. (See Chapter 5 for more information about the

menu system.)

\SWPMDB92\MVD The SWPMDB92\MVD directory contains tables and related files

that hold the model variable dictionary.

\SWPMDB92\PAL Scripts of PAL code are kept here. q aese scripts are for

purposes that include data manipulation prior to reporting, source

code for compiled procedures, and other application support.+

\SWPMDB92\Q This directory contains query scripts used in SWPM database

processing. Generally, queries are called by PAL scripts stored

in \SWPMDB92\PAL or by library procedures.

\SWPMDB92\R All report text files are stored here. Most processes that generate
reports in this application store them as plain text in this directory

in addition to or instead of sending the reports to the printer.

Also, data and other files supporting the Report Manager function

are stored in this directory.

\SWPMDB92\RDL Files generated by the Reference Data Library (RDL) process are
stored here.

\SWPMDB92\SS Spreadsheet files created during processing are placed in this

directory+

\SWPMDB92\STATACC Tables and related files that track status of change requests are
located here.

\SWPMDB92\TOOLS PAL scripts and procedure source code for administrative and

developmental software tools are located in this directory.
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\SWPMDB92\UPLOAD Data files uploaded to the network are placed in this directory.

Quality assurance queries used to test uploaded data are also
found here.

\SWPMDB92\UTIL This directory holds a number of separate procedure scripts that

are compiled into the UTIL library by another script, UTIL.SC,

located in the \SWPMDB92\LIB directory. UTIL library proced-

ures are used to perform such chores as managing report genera-
tion, moving field contents, rounding numbers, and calculating

the difference between times. These procedures may be called by

scripts, other procedures, or from menus.

\SWPMDB92\V The SWPMDB92\V directory contains lookup tables and other

files that define data validity checks to be performed during data

entry and update. The lookup tables are also used to control

report order and to provide alternative or expanded names for

terminology used in the database.

\SWPMDB92\WORK This directory contains tables that receive data created during

processing. Most standard SWPM database reports require

extraction and manipulation of data that are then passed into work

tables located here. Reports are generated from these work

tables. Intermediata results of processes are also stored in this

directory, although tables created this way may be deleted when

the process finishes.

3.4 Database Structure

The SWPM database structure is an evolution of earlier designs. It is based on requirements posed

by the sponsor, the needs of the model, the ability of the waste generator organizations to provide the

requested data, and limitations imposed by database management systems. The basic forecast structure

is the 19 data tables shown on the entity-relationship (E-R) diagram in Figure 3.2. This diagram

depicts the types of data in the system (entities), the attributes of the entities, and the relationship

between the types of data. The E-R diagram presented here displays only the major forecast tables.

To avoid clutter, some minor tables are only documented in the data dictionary. The following

conventions are used on the diagram:

,, Boxes represent entities. For instance, WG (Waste Generator) is the name of an entity on the E-R

diagram. Entities on the diagram become tables in the implemented database.

• Names within a box are the attributes of an entity. WG Abbrev is an attribute of the WG entity.
Attributes define the columns (also referred to as fields) of a database table.
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• Bullets in front of attribute names indicate that the field is the key for that table. When more than

one field is marked, the designated fields form a compound key. Keys are unique within each table

and establish the default order in which rows are displayed in the Paradox work space.

• Heavily shaded boxes represent tables containing forecast information entered by users into the

database. The more lightly shaded boxes are system tables used to enforce data validation rules

and provide supporting information for various data manipulation and reporting processes.

• Numbers in brackets following each entity name are the approximate number of rows of data to be
found in that table of the database. There is no enforcement of row limitations in the design.

Paradox table sizes are limited only by disk space.

• The lines between entities indicate their relationships. Each line is marked with the appropriate

one-to-many (I:M) or many-to-one (M:I) symbol. For example, the WG and FORECAST entities

have a relationship where there can be multiple rows in the FORECAST table for each row in the

WG table. The connecting lines also show that each FORECAST row relates to one or more rows

inthe FOREVOL table. In the database implementation, the relationships are established in

queries, multi-table reports and forms, and within procedures programmed in PAL.

• Dollar signs are used in table names where the table provides a look-up function. Users do not
enter data to these tables.

3.5 Data Dictionary

The data dictionary in Table 3.1 provides detailed information about the database tables and fields.

It lists all tables, the row structure of each table, and includes descriptions of each table and field. All

tables in Figure 3.2 are shown here, along with supporting tables that are excluded from the figure for

clarity.
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Table3.1. SWPMDB Data Tables and Fields

Table: DOC\TABLES\TAB This table containsthe list of all tables in the
SWPM database.

I TABLE NAME A30 The name of the table, includingits path
relativeto the SWPM directory.

2 DESCRIPTION A160 The descriptionof this table.

Table: DOC\TABLES\TABFLD This table containsthe list of fields in each
table of the SWPM database.

I TABLE NAME A30* The name of the table that containsthis
field.

2 FIELD NUMBER S* The order in which this field appears in
the table structure.

3 FIELD NAME A25 The name of the field.

4 FIELD TYPE A5 The Paradoxfield type (N, S, D, A'nn',
etc.)

5 DESCRIPTION A160 The descriptionof this field.

6 LOWVALUE A20 The minimum value that may be entered into
this field.

I

7 HIGHVALUE A20 The maximumvalue that may be entered into
this field.

8 DEFAULT A20 The value that will be entered
automatically,if no explicit entry is
made by the user.

9 TABLELOOKUP A20 The name of a table that contains all
values that are valid for this field.

10 PICTURE A20 The templatethat controlsthe type and
format of data entered into this field.

11 REQUIRED A3 Contains "Yes" if the user must enter a
value for this field.

...................................................................................
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Table3.1.(con_)

Table: D\BOXDIM This table contains the dimensionsof boxes when
they are specifiedas containertype.

I WG ABBREV AI4 The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a waste class name.

3 PCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a physicalcontent
descriptor.

4 CONT ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a containername.

5 LENGTH N Lengthof box.

6 WIDTH N Width of box.

7 HEIGHT N Height of box.

8 DESCRIPTION AI60 Descriptionof the box.

9 NOTE DATE D The system supplieddate at the time the
note was taken.

10 USER NAME A20 Paradoxuser name - automaticallyrecorded
when the note is made.

Table" D\cONT This table holds the volume percentages
applicableto each containertype for the
physicalcontents of each waste class producedby
waste generators.

I WG ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 SCENARIOABBREV AI4* The abbreviationfor a scenarioname.

3 WCLASSABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste class name.

4 PCD ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a physicalcontent
descriptor.
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Table3.1.(contd)

5 CONT ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a containername.

6 PERCENT N Decimal fractionof waste class/pcd
combinationpackaged in this container
type.

........... . .............. .. ........... .--..----. .....................................

Table: D\CONTOTH This table containsdescriptionsof "Other"
containers.

I WG ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a waste class name.

3 PCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a physical content
descriptor.

4 CONT ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a containername.

5 DESCRIPTION A160 Descriptionof the containerlisted by the
waste generatoras "Other."

6 NOTE DATE D System date - automaticallyrecordedwhen
the note is made.

7 USER NAME A20 Paradoxuser name - automaticallyrecorded
when the note is made.

...................................................................................

Table: D\DATACHG This table containsdata change requeststo
supportconfigurationmanagement.

I CHANGE ID N* The unique ID assigned to a change request.

2 REQUESTEDBY A30 The name or initialsof the person
requestingthe data change.

3 REQUESTDATE D The date on which the change requestwas
made.

4 TITLE A30 The title by which this change is to be
referred.
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Table3.1.(con_)

5 ACTION REQUESTED AI The nature of the change - (A)dd, (C)hange
or (D)elete.

6 DESCRIPTION A255 A brief descriptionof the reoupsted
change.

7 APPROVEDBY A30 The name or initialsof the person
approvingthe change.

8 APPROVEDDATE D The date on which the approvalwas given.

9 ASSIGNEDTO A30 The person assignedto make the change.

10 ACTION TAKEN A2SS The descriptionof the action taken to
effect the change.

11 ACTION DATE D The date on which the action was completed.

12 REVIEWEDBY A30 The name or initialsof the person who
reviewedthe change action.

13 REVIEWDATE D The date on which the change was reviewed.

14 REFERENCE A30 A referenceto a document or other
authorityon which the change was based.

15 USER ID A15 The Paradoxuser ID of the person entering
the change record.

16 CREATIONDATE D The system date on which the change record
was entered.

Table: D\FORECAST This table identifiesall availablevolume
forecastsin the database.

I WG ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 SCENARIOABBREV AI4* The abbreviationfor a scenarioname.
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Table 3.1. (con_)

Table: D\FOREVOL This table containsforecast volumesby year and
waste class for each waste generator. Data are
entered into this table in cubic feet.

i WG ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 SCENARIOABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a scenarioname.

3 WCLASS ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste class name.

4 YR A12" The year forecasted.

5 VOL N The volume of waste forecasted.

Table: D\HCD This table holds the hazardouscontent
percentagesfor the physicalcontentsof each
waste class producedby waste generators.

I WG ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 SCENARIOABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a scenarioname. ,

3 WCLASS ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste class name.

4 PCD ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a physicalcontent
descriptor.

5 HCD ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a hazardouscontent
descriptor.

6 PERCENT N Decimalfraction of a waste class/pcd
combiniationrepresentedby this hazardous
contentdiscriptor.

...................................................................................
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Table3.1.(con_)

Table: D\HCDOTH This table containsdescriptionsof "Other"HCD
types.

I WG ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a waste class name.

3 PCD ABBREV AI4 The abbreviationfor a physicalcontent
descriptor.

4 HCD ABBREV AI4 The abbreviationfor a hazardouscontent
descriptor.

5 DESCRIPTION A160 Descriptionof the HCD listed by the waste
generatoras "Other."

6 NOTE DATE D The system supplieddate at the time the
note was taken.

7 USER NAME A20 The Paradoxuser name of the person taking
the note.

Table: D\NOTEPAD This table containsnotes made using the SWPM
database applicationnotepad function.

I TABLE NAME A20 The table name currentlyactive (view or
edit mode) when the note was taken.

2 FIELD NAME A20 The field name in which the cursor was
positionedwhen the note was taken.

3 FIELD CONTENT A80 The contentof the currentfield.

4 NOTES AI60 The text of the note.

5 NOTE DATE D The system supplieddate at the time the
note was taken.

6 USER NAME A20 The Paradoxuser name of the person taking
the note.
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Table3,I.(con_)

Table: D\NOTERES This table contains notes originallyplaced in
D\NOTEPADand removed after each item was
resolved.

i TABLE NAME A20 The table name currentlyactive (view or
edit mode) when the note was taken.

2 FIELD NAME A20 The field name in which the cursor was
positionedwhen the note was taken.

3 FIELD CONTENT A80 The contentof the current field.

4 NOTES A160 The text of the note.

5 NOTE DATE D The system supplieddate at the time the
note was taken.

6 USER NAME A20 The Paradoxuser name of the person taking
the note.

7 RESOLUTIONDATE D The date on which actionwas taken or
completedthat resolvedthe notepad item.

8 RESOLVINGACTION A160 A descriptionof the action taken.

9 POSTED BY A20 The name of the user postingthe
resolutionto the notepad item.

Table: D\PCD This table holds the volume percentagesof
physicalcontents of each waste class produced by
waste generators.

I WG ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 SCENARIOABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a scenarioname.

3 PCD ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a physical content
descriptor.

4 WCLASS ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste class name.
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Table3.1.(con_)

5 PERCENT N Decimalfraction of a waste class
representedby this physicalcontent
descriptor.

Table: D\PCDOTH This table containsdescriptionsof "Other"PCD
types.

I WG ABBREV AI4 The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 WCLASS ABBREV AI4 The abbreviationfor a waste class name.

3 PCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a physical content
descriptor.

4 DESCRIPTION A160 The descriptionof the PCD type that the
waste generatorspecifiedas "Other."

5 NOTE DATE D The system supplieddate at the time the
note was taken.

6 USER NAME A20 The Paradoxuser name of the person taking
the note.

Table: D\RAD This table containsthe radionuclidestThis table
containsthe radionuclidesthat were reportedby
the waste generatorsfor specificwaste cThis
table contains

I WG ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 SCENARIOABBREV A14" The abbreviation for a scenario name.

3 WCLASS ABBREV AI4* The abbreviationfor a waste class name.

4 RADIONUCLIDE AI4* The element symbol and atomic number of
the radionuclide,e.g., Pu 240.

5 CONCENTRATION N Concentrationof the radionuclidein the
waste volume.
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Table3.i, (contd)

6 EXPONENT N Exponentof the concentrationthat would
be used in scientificnotation.

7 UNIT A14 Unit of measure of the concentration,such
as ci/g (curiesper gram) or "Not
specified."

8 PCT N Percentageof waste stream to which this
concentrationapplies. Stated as a
decimal fraction.

Table: D\SCENARIO This table containsthe waste generator scenarios
defined in the database.

I SCENARIOABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a scenarioname.

2 SCENARIONAME A32 The name of the scenario.

3 SCENARIO BASE YR A4 The base year for the scenario.

4 SCENARIODESCRIPTION A150 The descriptionof the scenario.

Table: D\SOFTCHG This table contains softwarechange requeststo
supportconfigurationmanagement.

I CHANGE ID N* The unique ID assigned to a change request.

2 REQUESTEDBY A30 The name or initialsof the person
requestingthe softwarechange.

3 REQUESTDATE D The date on which the change requestwas
made.

4 TITLE A30 The title by which this change is to be
referred.

5 PRIORITY AI The prioritycode assignedto this
change - (S)tandardor (U)rgent

6 DESCRIPTION A255 A brief descriptionof the requested
change.
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Table3.1.(con_)

7 APPROVEDBY A30 The name or initialsof the person
approvingthe change.

8 APPROVED DATE D The date on which the approvalwas given.

9 ASSIGNED TO A30 The person assignedto make the change.

i0 ACTION TAKEN A255 The descriptionof the action taken to
effect the change.

Ii ACTION DATE D The date on which the action was completed.

12 REVIEWED BY A30 The name or initialsof the person who
reviewedthe change action.

13 REVIEW DATE D The date on which the change was reviewed.

14 REFERENCE A30 A referenceto a document or other
authorityon which the change was based.

15 USER ID A15 The Paradoxuser ID of the person entering
the change record.

16 CREATION DATE D The system-supplieddate at the time the
note was taken.

Table: D\WG This table contains the list of all valid waste
generators,their full names, classification,and
group affiliation.

I WG ABBREV AI4* The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 WGNAME A30 The full waste generator name.

3 WGCLASSABBREV A14 The abbreviation for the class to which
this waste generatorbelongs.

4 RECEIVEDDATE D The date on which the forecastwas
receivedfrom the waste generator.

5 COMPLETEDDATE D The date when data entry for the forecast
was finished.
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Table3.1. (con_)

6 WG GROUP NAME A16 The name of the WG group to which this
waste generatorbelongs.

7 TSD WG ABBREV A14 An alternateWG name to be used during RDL
processing.

8 WG CONSOL A14 An alternatename on which split waste
generatorscan be consolidated.

Table: D\WG_TSD This table contains the list of all valid waste
generatorsthat can appear in volume data to be
passed to the RDL generator.

I WG ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 WG NAME A30 The full waste generatorname.

3 WGCLASSABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor the class to which
this waste generatorbelongs.

4 RECEIVEDDATE D Not used.

5 COMPLETEDDATE D Not used.

6 WG GROUP NAME AI6 The name of the WG group to which this
waste generatorbelongs.

7 SOURCE FORECAST A2 Not used.

Table: MENU\MENUOPT This table containsdata that determinethe menu
structureof the SWPM database application.

I MENU ABBREV AIO* The name of the menu group to which this
menu option belongs.

2 MENU OPT # N* A number that establishedthe order in
which this item appears in its group.

3 MENU OPT A15 The name for this option that will appear
as a menu selection.
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Table3.1. (contd)

4 MENU DESC ATO The descriptionof this option to appear
on the second line of the menu bar.

5 MENU PROC A80 The action to be taken - proc, script,
message,etc - when this option is chosen.

6 MENU REPORT ORDER N The order of appearanceof this menu
group - the same for all options in a
group.

Table" MVD\SUBSDICT This table containsthe definitionsof model
subscripts. Subscriptsare parametersthat are
passed to a variable.

I SUBS ABBREV AI2* The abbreviationof subscriptname.m

2 SUBS NAME A30 The full name of a subscript.m

3 SUBS_SEQ N The sequencenumber of this subscriptfor
the variable to which it applies.

4 SUBS_TYPE AIO The data type of the subscript.

5 SUBS UNITS AIO The unit of measure in which the vallue of
this subscriptis recorded.

6 SUBS_MIN_VALUE N The minimum value that may be assignedto
the subscript. This field is defined for
continuousvalue subscripts.

7 SUBS_MAX_VALUE N The maximum value that may be assignedto
the subscript. This field is defined for
continuousvalue subscripts.

8 SUBS_COMMENT A255 The descriptionof this subscript.
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Table3.1. (con_)

Table" MVD\VALDICT This table contains the values that a subscript
may have. This is only used for subscripts with
discrete (as opposed to continuous) values.

I SUBS ABBREV A12" The abbreviation of subscript name.

2 SUBS VALUE SHORT AI2* An abbreviated value that the subscript
may contain.

3 SUBS VALUE LONG A40 The full length value that the subscript
may contain.

4 SUBS_VALUE_DESC A255 A description of this possible subscript
value.

Table" MVD\VARDICT This table contains the definitions of variables
used by the model. Variables represent a type of
information, such as waste volumes or
abbreviation lists.

I VAR ABBREV A20* The abbreviation for a variable name.

2 VAR NAME A50 The full name of the varaible.

3 VAR TYPE AIO The data type for the specified variable.

4 RPF TYPE AIO The data type of the field that should be
passed to the reference data library files.

5 VAR RPF USE AI A flag indicating the type of variable
(waste generator or treatment).

6 VAR DICT USE AI A flag indicating whether the variable
should be output to the RDL. (Some
variables are for comment only).

7 VAR PARAMS A40 Parameters associated with this variable.

8 VAR SPARSE ARRAY AI A flag indicating if the variable is
sparsely populated.
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Table 3.1. (con_)

9 VAR DEFAULT VALUE A25 The default value for the variable.
m

10 VAR COMMENT A255 The descriptionof the variable.

11 VAR UPDATE DATE D The date when this variablewas last
- - updated.

12 VAR UPDATE WHO A3 The initialsof the person who performedo

the last update.

13 VAR DELETE DATE D The date when this variablewas deleted.
m

14 VAR DELETE WHO A3 The initialsof the personwho deleted
- - this variable.

15 VAR_DISP_SEQ N The order in which this variableappears
in reports.

Table- MVD\VARSUBS This table is used to link variablesand
subscriptsin many-to-manyrelationships.

I VAR ABBREV A20* The abbreviationfor a variable name.

2 VAR_SUBS_SEQ N* The sequencenumber assigned to the
variable-subscriptrelationshipto reflect
the order of the subscriptlist.

3 SUBS ABBREV A12 The abbreviationof tho subscriptname.w

Table" R\REPORT This table holds a list of all database reports
availablefrom the reportmanager.

i RPT ID A5* The identifierassignedto this report
format.

2 RPT ABBREV A8 The table name from which the reportwill
be generated.

3 REPORT NUMBER A2 The report numbergiven to this report
specification(R, I, 2, 3, etc.).
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Table 3.1. (contd)

4 RPT NAME A45 The title of this report - a condensed
version of the text of the Ist title line.

5 RPT SCRIPT A8 The script or procedure name to be invoked
to create the report.

6 COMMENTS A65 Comments about the report content or
process.

7 FORMATNOTES A65 Notes concerning the format of the report.

8 DATE MODIFIED D The last date on which the report format
was modified - manually maintained.

9 DATE LAST RUN D The last date on which the report was
run - automatically maintained.

I0 RUN TIME AIO The time in minutes and tenths of minu_es
that the report process took when last run.

11 TABLE LOCATION A16 The subdirectory in which the report table
named in Rpt Abbrev is found - default is
WORK\.

12 RPT FILE SIZE N The amount of space in bytes that DOS has
allocated to the file containing the
report output.

Table: V\$CONT This lookup table holds the information about
each valid container type.

I CONT ABBREV A14" The abbreviation for a container name.

2 CONT NAME A32 The full container name.

3 CONT REPORTORDER N The order in which data for this container
type are to appear on reports.

4 CONT FORMORDER N The order in which data for this container
are to appear or be entered on forms.

5 CONT GROUPABBREV A14 The name of the container group to which
this container belongs.
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Table3.1.(contd)

6 CONT DESCRIPTION A255 The descriptionof this containertype.

Table: V\$HCD This lookuptable contains informationabout each
valid hazardouscontentdescriptor.

I HCD ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a hazardouscontent
descriptor.

2 HCD NAME A32 The full name of the hazardouscontent
descriptor.

3 HCD REPORT ORDER N The order in which the data for this HCD
are to appear on reports.

4 HCD FORM ORDER N The order in which the data for this HCD
are to appear or be enteredon forms.

5 HCD GROUP ABBREV A14 The name of the HCD group to which this
HCD belongs.

6 HCD DESCRIPTION A255 The descriptionof this HCD.

Table: V\$PCD This lookup table contains informationabout each
valid physicalcontentdescriptor.

I PCD ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a physicalcontent
descriptor.

2 PCD NAME A32 The full name of the physical content
descriptor

3 PCD REPORT ORDER N The order in which data for this PCD
appearon reports.

4 PCD FORM ORDER N The order in which data for this PCD
appear or are enteredon forms.

5 PCD GROUP ABBREV A14 The name of the PCD group to which this
PCD belongs.

6 PCD DESCRIPTION A255 The descriptionof this PCD.
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Table3.1. (contd)

Table: V\$RAD This lookup table containsa list of valid
radionuclidenames.

I RADIONUCLIDE A14" The element symbol and atomic number of
the radionuclide,e.g., Pu 240.

Table: V\$RADUNIT This lookup table contains a list of valid
radionuclideunits of measure.

I UNIT A14" Unit of measure of the concentration,such
as ci/g (curiesper gram) or "Not
specified."

Table: VkSTSDWC This lookup table contains informationabout
valid treatment,storage,and disposal (TSD)
waste classes.

i TSD WC ABBREV A12" The abbreviationfor a TSD waste class
name.

2 TSD WC NAME A32 The full name of the TSD waste class.

3 TSD WC FORM ORDER N The order in which data about this TSD
waste class appear or are enteredon forms.

4 TSD WC REPORT ORDER N The order in which data about this TSD
waste class appear on reports.
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Table 3.1. (con_)

Table: V\$VALCHK This table containsthe list of validity checks
that may be defined for Paradoxtable columns and
the report order for documentation.

I VALCHK TYPE A15" The type of validitycheck.

2 ORDER N The order in which the validitycheck
appearson reportsgeneratedfor
documentation.

Table: V\$WCAT This lookup table contains informationabout
valid waste categories.

i WCAT ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste category.

2 WCAT NAME A32 The full name of the waste category.

3 WCAT FORM ORDER N The order in which data for this waste
categoryappear or are entered on forms.

4 WCAT REPORT ORDER N The order in which data for this waste
category appear on reports. Categoriesof
a similarhandlingtype will appear
togetherwith this ordering.

5 ALT REPORT ORDER N The order in which data for this waste
category appear on reports. Categoriesof
similarcompositionwill appear together
with this ordering.

6 TYPE A15 The type of handlingto which this waste
category is subject- remote or contact.

7 WCAT GROUP A14 The waste group to which this waste
category belongs.
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Table3.1. (contd)

Table: V\$WCATGRP This lookup table definesthe availablegroups of
waste categories.

I WCAT GROUP A14" The abbreviatedname of the waste group -
establishedby the nature of the waste
without regard to level or handling
requirement.

2 REPORT ORDER N The order relativeto other waste groups
that this group appearson reports.

Table: V\$WCLASS This lookup table contains informationabout
valid waste classes.

I WCLASS ABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste class name.

2 WCLASS NAME A32 The full name of the waste class.

3 WCAT ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a waste category.

4 TSD WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor the equivalentTSD
waste class.

5 WCLASS REPORTORDER N The order in which data about this waste
class appear on reports.

6 WCLASS FORM ORDER N The order in which data about this waste
class appear or are entered on forms.

7 ALT REPORT ORDER N Reservedfor future use.

...................................................................................

Table: V\$WGCLASS This lookup table contains informationabout
valid waste generatorclasses.

I WGCLASSABBREV A14" The abbreviationfor a waste generator
class.

2 WGCLASS NAME A24 The full name for the waste generator
class.
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Table3.1. (contd)

3 WGCLASSREPORT ORDER N The order in which data for this waste
generatorclass appear on reports.

4 WGCLASS FORM ORDER N The order in which data for this waste
generatorclass appear or are entered o,_
forms.

5 WGCLASS DESCRIPTION A255 The descriptionof this waste generator
class.

Table: V\$WGGROUP This lookuptable contains informationabout
valid waste generatorgroups.

I WG GROUP NAME AIG* The name of the waste generatorgroup.

2 WG GROUP REPORTORDER N The order in which data about this waste
generatorgroup appear on reports.

Table: V\WSTSTRM This table is used to convertwaste classesor
waste class/containercombinationsto waste
stream names when preparingforecastdata for the
RDL generator.

I WASTE CLASS A20 The forecastwaste class name to be
relatedto a TSD waste stream.

2 CONTAINER A20 A containertype or pattern to use in
defining the waste stream.

3 WASTE STREAM A20 The name of the TSD waste stream that the
waste class/containermaps to.
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Table3.1.(con_)

Table: WORK\ECONT This table receivesall containerdata entry
prior to data validationchecking and passingof
data to D\CONT for permanentstorage.

I WCLASS ABBREV AI4 The abbreviationfor a waste class name.

2 PCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a physicalcontent
descriptor.

3 55G DRUM N Fractionof the PCD in this containertype.

4 ODD DRUM N Fractionof the PCD in this containertype.

5 4X4X8 BOX N Fractionof the PCD in this containertype.

6 < 128 BOX N Fractionof the PCD in this containertype.

7 128-500BOX N Fractionof the PCD in this containertype.

8 501-1000BOX N Fractionof the PCD in this containertype.

9 > 1000 BOX N Fractionof the PCD in this containertype.

10 STANDARD BOX N Fractionof the PCD in this containertype.

11 TRUPACT II N Fractionof the PCD in this containertype.

12 PLASTICWRAP N Fractionof the PCD in this containertype.

13 DUMP TRUCK N Fractionof the PCD in this containertype,

14 SEALED EQUIP N Fractionof the PCD in this containertype.

15 OTHER N Fractionof the PCD in this containertype.
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Table3.1.(con_)

Table: WORK\EFOREVOL This table receivesall volume data entry prior
to data validationcheckingand passingof data
to D\FOREVOLfor permanentstorage.

I WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a waste class name.

2 HELD N Volume forecast for held waste.

3 1993 N Volume forecast for the year 1993.

4 1994 N Volume forecast for the year 1994.

5 1995 N Volume forecastfor the year 1995.

6 1996 N Volume forecastfor the year 1996.

7 1997 N Volume forecastfor the year 1997.

8 1998 N Volume forecastfor the year 199B.

9 1999 N Volume forecastfor the year i999.

10 2000 N Volume forecastfor the year 2000.

ii 2001 N Volume forecastfor the year 2001.

12 2002 N Volume forecast for the year 2002.

13 2003 N Volume forecast for the year 2003.

14 2004 N Volume forecast for the year 2004.

15 2005 N Volume forecast for the year 2005.

16 2006 N Volume forecast for the year 2006.

17 2007 N Volume forecast for the year 2007.

18 2008 N Volume forecastfor the year 2008.

19 2009 N Volume forecastfor the year 2009.

20 2010 N Volume forecast for the year 2010.
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Table3.1, (con_)

21 2011 N Volume forecastfor the year 2011.

22 2012 N Volume forecastfor the year 2012

23 2013 N Volume forecastfor the year 2013

24 2014 N Volume forecast for the year 2014

25 2015 N Volume forecast for the year 2015

26 2016 N Volume forecast for the year 2016

27 2017 N Volume forecast for the year 2017

28 201B N Volume forecastfor the year 2018.

29 2019 N Volume forecastfor the year 2019.

30 2020 N Volume forecastfor the year 2020.

31 2021 N Volume forecastfor the year 2021.

32 2022 N Volume forecastfor the year 2022.

Table: WORK\EHCD This table receives all HCD data entry prior to
data validationchecking and passingof data to
D\HCD for permanentstorage.

i WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a waste class name.

2 PCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a physicalcontent
descriptor.

3 FLAMMABLE N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

4 OXIDIZER N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

5 COMBUSTIBLE N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.
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Table3.1. (contd)

6 ACIDS N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

7 ALKALINES N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

8 WATER REACTIVE N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

9 EXPLOSIVE N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

I0 CYANIDE N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

ii TC METAL N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD,

12 TC PESTICIDE N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

13 TC ORGANIC N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

14 SPENT SOLVENT N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

15 P & U LISTED N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

16 PCB < 50 PPM N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

17 PCB >-50,< 500 N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

18 PCB >- 500 PPM N Fraction of the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.

19 OTHER N Fractionof the PCD contaminatedwith this
HCD.
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Table3.1, (contd)

Table: WORK\EPCD This table receives all PCD data entry prior to
data validationcheckingand passing of data to
D\PCD for permanentstorage.

I PCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a physicalcontent
descriptor.

2 CH_LLW_I N The fraction of the waste class made up of
this PCD.

3 CH_LLW_III N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.

4 CH_LLW_GTCIII N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.

5 RH_LLW_I N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.

6 RH_LLW_III N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.

7 RH_LLW_GTCIII N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.

8 CH_LLMW_I N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.

9 CH_LLMW_III N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.

10 CH_LLMW_GTCIII N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.

11 RH_LLM__I N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.

12 RH_LLMW_III N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.

13 RH_LLMW_GTCIII N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.
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Table 3.1. (¢ontd)

14 HAZ N The fraction of the waste class made up of
this PCD.

15 CH TRU N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.

16 RH TRU N The fractionof the waste class mode up of
this PCD.

17 CH_TRUM N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.

18 RH_TRUM N The fractionof the waste class made up of
this PCD.

Table: WORK\ERAD This table receives all radionuclidedata entry
prior to data validationcheckingand passing of
data to D\RAD for permanentstorage.

I WCLASS ABBREV A14 The waste stream name to which this volume
belongs.

2 RADIONUCLIDE AI4 The element symbol and atomic number of
the radionuclide,e.g., Pu 240.

3 CONCENTRATION N Concentrationof the radionuclidein the
waste volume.

4 EXPONENT N Exponentof the concentrationthat would
be used in scientificnotation.

5 UNIT AI4 Unit of measure of the concentration,such
as ci/g (curiesper gram) or "Not
specified."

6 PCT N Percentageof waste stream to which this
concentrationapplies. Stated as a
decimal fraction.
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Table3.1 (con_)

Table: WORK\FORECONT This table contains the volumes reported by each
WG for waste class/PCD/container type
combinations, I row per year.

1 WGABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a waste generator
name.

2 WCLASSABBREV A14 The abbreviation for the waste class name.

3 YR A12 The year to which the volume in this row
applies.

4 PCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for the physical content
descriptor characterizing this waste
volume.

5 CONT ABBREV AI4 The abbreviation for the container type in
which this waste volume is shipped.

6 VOL N The volume of waste to be shipped this
year, in cubic meters.

............ . .............................. . ........................................

Table: WORK\FOREHCD This table contains the volumes reported by each
WG for waste class/PCD/HCD type combinations, I
row per year.

1 WGABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a waste generator
name.

2 WCLASSABBREV A14 The abbreviation for the waste class name.

3 YR AI2 The year to which the volume in this row
applies.

4 PCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for the physical content
descriptor characterizing this waste
volume.

5 HCD ABBRFV A14 The abbreviation for the hazardous content
descriptor characterizing this waste
volume.
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Table3.1. (con_)

6 VOL N The volume of waste to be shippedthis
year, in cubic meters.

Table: WORK\FOREPCD This table containsthe volumes reportedby each
WG for waste class/PCDtype combinations,I row
per year.

I WG ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 SCENARIOABBREV A14 The scenarioto which this forecasted
volume applies - initially"BASELINE".

3 WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor the waste class name.

4 YR A12 The year to which the volume in this row
applies.

5 PCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor the physicalcontent
descriptorcharacterizingthis waste
volume.

6 VOL N The volume of waste to be shippedthis
year, in cubic meters.

Table: WORK\FVCONV This table receives forecastvolume data after it
is convertedfrom cubic feet to cubic meters.

I WG ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 SCENARIOABBREV A14 The scenarioto which this forecasted
volume applies - initially"BASELINE".

3 WCLASS ABBREV A14 The waste stream name to which this volume
belongs.

4 YR A12 The year to which the volume in this row
applies.
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5 WGCLASSABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor the class to which
this waste generatorbelongs.

6 VOL N The volume of waste to be shipped this
year, in cubic meters.

i

Table' WORK\FVCONVX This is a cross-tabulatedversionof work\FVCONV.

I WG ABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor a waste generator
name.

2 SCENARIOABBREV A14 The scenarioto which this forecasted
volume applies - initially"BASELINE".

3 WCLASSABBREV A14 The waste stream name to which this volume
belongs.

4 WGCLASSABBREV A14 The abbreviationfor the class to which
this waste generatorbelongs.

5 1993 N Volume in cubic meters for 1993.

6 1994 N Volume In cubic meters for 1994.

7 1995 N Volume in cubic meters for 1995.

8 1996 N Volume in cubic meters for 1996.

9 1997 N Volume n cubic meters for 1997.

10 1998 N Volume n cubic meters for 1998.

11 1999 N Volume n cubic meters for 1999.

12 2000 N Volume n cubic meters for 2000.

13 2001 N Volume n cubic meters for 2001.

14 2002 N Volume n cubic meters for 2002.

15 2003 N Volume n cubic meters for 2003.
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16 2004 N Volume in cubic meters for 2004.

17 2005 N Volume in cubic meters for 2005.

18 2006 N Volume in cubic meters for 2006.

19 2007 N Volume in cubic meters for 2007.

20 2008 N Volume in cubic meters for 2008.

21 2009 N Volume in cubic meters for 2009.

22 2010 N Volume in cubic meters for 2010,

23 2011 N Volume n cubic meters for 2011.

24 2012 N Volume n cubic meters for 2012.

25 2013 N Volume In cubic meters for 2013.

26 2014 N Volume in cubic meters for 2014.

27 2015 N Volume In cubic meters for.2015.

28 2016 N Volume in cubic meters for 2016.

29 2017 N Volume in cubic meters for 2017.

30 2018 N Volume n cubic meters for 2018.

31 2019 N Volume n cubic meters for 2019.

32 2020 N Volume in cubic meters for 2020.

33 2021 N Volume In cubic meters for 2021.

34 2022 N Volume in cubic meters for 2022.

35 HELD N Volume forecast for held waste.

36 TOTAL N Total volume for the 30-yearforecast,
includingHELD.
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4.0 Application Startup Scripts

There are a number of events that occur during the initialization of the application. These events

are controlled by two Paradox Application Language (PAL) scripts, the first of which is played by the

user from the standard Paradox menu within any available SWPM database application directory. The

second script is specific to the particular application version selected. This chapter describes in detail

the actions performed by these scripts and includes listings of the PAL code that they contain.

4.1 Version Selection Script - SWPM.SC

When the user is ready to begin using a SWPM database application, he or she will have executed

Paradox and established a SWPM database directory as the current working directory for the Paradox

session. In each version of the database, the only script in the application will be SWPM.SC. This

allows easy execution of the script to be played, since it will always be the default selection, even when

the user has INIT.SC or INSTANT.SC scripts in a private directory.
[

Once executed, SWPM.SC presents a menu of database versions. In response to a selection, the

appropriate application directory is established as current and that version's copy of STARTSWP.SC is

played. See Figure 4.1 for a listing of SWPM.SC

4.2 Application Execution Script - STARTSWP.SC

This script is located in the PAL\ subdirectory of the application directory that contains the selected

version of the database. It performs a number of actions, some of which are specific to the particular

version chosen. The actions taken are summarized below. (See Figure 4.2 for a complete listing of

PAL\STARTSWP.SC for Version 1.4 of the database application.)

,, All table images in the workspace are removed. All variables and procedures currently in memory
are released.

', The AUTOLIB variable is defined with the names of the required procedure libraries. If the

current user is a database administrator, then the AUTOLIB value includes an extra library of

procedures used in development and administrative activities.

• The user's password is obtained and tested against a commonly used but protected database table.

If the password does not grant access, the user is given two more attempts to enter a valid
password before the script terminates.

• The notepad hotkey is established as [Ctrl-N]. This allows the notepad to be invoked when any

application database table is being viewed while the application itself is not running. When the

application does have control and the user is editing a table, [Ctrl-N] also invokes the notepad
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although the means of implementing this feature is somewhat different. See Chapter 7 for more

information about the data entry notepad.

• A set of global variables are defined. Most of these are names of tables and are intended to allow

the changing of underlying table names. The renaming of tables should be done with caution

however. Paradox query scripts do not support the use of variables to define table names. Each

occurrence in a query of a table name to be changed must be located and modified accordingly.

• The location of the selected database application is checked. By convention, if the database is

located on logical drive J, then the application assumes that it is using the official network version

that is subject to standard configuration management practices. If the current directory is located

anywhere with a drive designation other than J, then use of a local copy is assumed. These

assumptions are used to establish values for two variables, one of which displays a location

message on menu screens and the other which serves as a label to appear on reports as a source
indication.

• Finally, the procedure MENUEXE0 is executed to invoke the table-based menuing system used

within the application.
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Procedurename: SWPM.SC

Author: Cary Blackburn- based on work by Frank Carr

, (c) 1992 by PacificNorthwestLaboratory

Purpose: ProvideSWPM startupmenu to requestdatabase version
user wants via menu. Then set the appropriatedefault
directoryand run the SWPM menu procedure.

Parameters:None

History:

05/07/91 - created by Cary Blackburn
12/29/91- added baselineselection
06/15/92 - added FYg2 selection- with not-readymsg
06/15/92 - activatedFY92 selection

While True

Showmenu

"i) FY89(vI.I)"' "FY-1989versionof SWPMDB",
"2) FYgO(vl2)" • "FY-IggOversionof SWPMDB"
"3) FY91(vI.3)"• "FY-1991versionof SWPMDB",
"4) FYg2(vI.4)"' "FY-Igg2versionof SWPMDB",
"5) Baseline" : "SWPM BaselineDatabase",
"Quit" ' "Quit without going into a SWPM database"
default "4) FY92(vl.4)"

To choice

Switch

Case choice = "I) FY89(vI.I)"'
; setdir "\\SWPMDB"
; play "SCRIPTS\\STSWPM"

beep
message "Sorry,FY89 database has been archived.(ENTER to continue)"
I : getchar()
releasevars I
clear

Figure 4.1. Listing of SWPM.SC
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Case choice : "2) FY90(vI.2)":
; setdir "\\SWPMDBgO"
; play "PAL\\STARTSWP"

beep
message "Sorry,FYgO database has been archived.(ENTER to continue)"
I = getchar()
releasevars I
clear

Case choice : "3) FYgI(vI.3)":
setdir "\\SWPMDB91"
Play "PAL\\STARTSWP"
clear

Case choice = "4) FY92(vI.4)":
setdir "\\SWPMDB92"
Play "PAL\\STARTSWP"
clear

Case choice = "5) Baseline":
setdir "\\SWPMBL"
Play "PAL\\STARTSWP"
clear

Case choice = "Quit"or choice = "Esc" :

; message "Currentdirectoryis " + directory()+ ". (ENTERto continue)"
message "Currentdirectoryis " + directory()
sleep 1500

; I = getchar()
; releasevars I

Return

Endswitch

EndwhiIe

Figure 4.1. (cont)
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; Procedurename: STARTSWP.SC

; Author:Cary Blackburn

; (c) 1992 by PacificNorthwestLaboratory

; Purpose: InitializesSWPMDB Version 1.4 (FY-Ig92)Application

; Parameters:None

; History:

; 06/25/g2 - modified by Cary Blackburnfor the FY92 versionof the
; database
; 01/05/93 - modifiedby Cary Blackburnto prevent4.0 users from
; attemptingto use the application

; 07/16/g3 - modifiedby Joyce Jamisonto remove case sensitivityof
; passwords.

clearall

release procs all
releasevars all

B||B||BRR|||H|iHH|NBRN|RHD|RRBB|||H|BR|||BR|H||R|H||RB|R||BiRR|DH|

; Test Paradox version- has to be 3.5
If version()<> 3.5 THEN

Beep
message "Sorry - this applicationsupportedby PDOX3.5only."
i-getchar()
return

ENDIF

; Establishaccessiblelibrariesby defining value for AUTOLIB variable

Figure 4A. Listing of STARTSWP.SC
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Idir- "\\swpmdb92\\"
IF username()- "CL BLACKBURN"THEN

AutoLib- Idir + Tlib\\util,"+
Idir + "lib\\RDL,"+
Idir + "lib\\admin,"+
Idir + "lib\\feaedit,"+
Idir + "lib\\forede,"+
Idir + "lib\\detools"

ELSE

AutoLib- Idir + "lib\\util,"+
Idir + "lib\\RDL,"+
Idir + "lib\\feaedit,"+
Idir + "lib\\forede,"+
Idir + "lib\\detools"

ENDIF

_||n|nm|nnn_|nuininm|n|m|na|n|a|n||m|nn||||n|a||||||n|||m|a||m|B||

; Get a password from the user and test it on a vi.4 file that everyone
; should have access to with at least read only privileges.

; Allow 3 attemptsto enter a valid password beforegiving up.
pswdcntr= I

WHILE TRUE ;Passwordloop
clear

@1,0 ?? "Enteryour password:"
style attribute64 + 4
accept "A12" picture "*?" to xpswd
style
IF not isassigned(xpswd)or

isblank(xpswd) or
not retval THEN

releasevars xpswd
return

ENDIF

menu {Tools){More) {Protect){ClearPasswords)
passwordlower(xpswd);Nocase sensitivityof password
releasevars xpswd

Figure 4.2. (Contd)
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IF not tablerights("d\\forevol","insDel")THEN
IF not tablerights("d\\forevol","All")THEN

IF not tablerights("d\\forevol","ReadOnly")THEN
beep
IF pswdcntr>- 3 THEN

releasevars pswdcntr
return

ELSE

Message "Try again. Passwordis invalid."
sleep I000
pswdcntr - pswdcntr+ I
loop

ENDIF
ELSE

Quitloop
ENDIF

ELSE
QuitIoop

ENDIF
ELSE

Quitloop
ENDIF

ENDWHILE

o m|||m|mn|a||n||B|||a|n|mm|n||unn||m||nnn|sn|n|n||||n|un|mun|nt ||||
'9

; EstablishNotepadhotkey as [Ctrl N] - the notepadis not often invoked
; via hotkey,but this makes [Ctrl N] consistentwith usage within data
; entry processes.

Setkey 14 NOTEPAD()

' SIlBmlBllHlllmllillllllllmmmRilllnniliBi/liRllll/lmllIlllllmtBlllB

; Establishglobal variables

; Generalsystem variables:

GV_SysAbr= "SWPM DB"
GV_SysNam= "FY-1992Solid Waste ProjectionModel Database"

Figure 4.2.(Contd)
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; Variablescontainingtable names

GV $WGClass = "V\\$WGClass"
GV SWGGroup -"V\\$WGGroup"
GV $WCat = "V\\$WCat"
GV $WCLass : "V\\$WClass"
GV_$HCD - "V\\$HCD"
GV $Cont = "V\\$Cont"
GV_$PCD = "V\\$PCD"
GV $WCATGrp = "V\\$WCATGrp"
GV SRad = "V\\$Rad"
GV $RadUnit = "V\\$Radunit"
GVWG = "D\\WG"
GV_WGTSD = "D\\WG_TSD"
GVScenario = "D\\Scenario"
GV_Forecast = "D\\Forecast"
GV ForeVol = "D\\ForeVol"
GVPCD = "D\\PCD"
GV HCD = "D\\HCD"
GVCont = "D\\Cont"
GV_Rad = "D\\Rad"
GV_Oper = "DTSD\\Oper"
GV Distf = "DTSD\\DIST F"
GVOperFLow = "DTSD\\OperFlow"
GVOperCap = "DTSD\\OperCap"
GV_Notes = "D\\Notepad"
GV !ForeVol = "Work\\EForeVol"
GV !PCD = "Work\\EPcd"
GV !HCD = "Work\\EHCD"
GV !Cont = "Work\\ECont"
GV !Rad = "Work\\ERad"

; Other global variables

GV EdType = ""
TKLibName = "i ib\\DETools"

: _ _ -,-,: ======================

; Establish location of this database and set report flag accordingly

Figure 4.2. (Contd)
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I

iF upper(substr(directory(),1,2)): "j:"THEN
rptsrc- "Base03/22"
GV_where_am_I- "* Network*"

ELSE
rptsrc-"Unofficial"
GV_where_am_I- "* LocalCopy*"

ENDIF
; U n InUilnOnneUiim mnlNBUillUmunanlnnRllgglgnmUlBaUnBnmmBnnimgnnnggnnuuu Rngulugnnunngnnm

;Kickoff the menuprocedure

MenuExe( "MAIN" GV SysNam,"MainMenu" GV wheream I TRUE )

4.2. (Con_)
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5.0 Database Processes and Menus

The primary processes performed by the SWPM database are shown in Figure 1.3. These
processes correspond approximately to menu options on the main menu. Selecting one of these options
displ_s another menu or initiates some activity. The SWPM menu structure is shown in Figure 5.1
below. Section 5.1 describes each of the processes shown as the lowest level of each branch of the
menu diagram.

5.1 Process Dictionary

This dictionary provides a description for each of the processes shown as bottom level selections in
the menu structure diagram. Each menu selection that does not lead to another menu is listed in the

dictionary along with a brief description and the name of the script or procedure invoked. For further

information about the workings of each process, the scripts themselves contain descriptive comments

and a file of report process notes is kept in the project notebook.

Unless otherwise noted, PAL scripts that are executed with the PLAY command can be found in

\SWPMDB92\PAL. For procedures, the library containing them is listed next to the procedure names.

Source code for compiled procedures may be located in \SWPMDB92\UTIL or \SWPMDB92\PAL.

To locate a source script, see the entry for the procedure in Chapter 11.

Menu path: Forecast\IDFore - select WG/forecast combination for data entry/update or

data validation reporting

Main script/procedure: ForeEdit0
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: d\FORECAST

Menu path: Forecast\ForeVol - entry/update of volume data for the WG/forecast

combination selected in IDFore above. Activity is

performed in a work table using Data Entry Toolkit

procedures after which data are added back to
d\FOREVOL. See Appendix C, Section 8, for technical
notes on the Data Entry Toolkit implementation.

Main script/procedure: Forevol_DE0

Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: d\FOREVOL, work\EFOREVOL
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SWPM Main Menu

--FORECAST _IDFore .....................Select WG name and scenario
F-ForeVol ....................Maintain forecast volumes
F-PCD ........................Maintain PCD data

CD ........................Maintain HCD dataont .......................Maintain Container data
L-Rad.........................Maintain Radionuclide data

-TSD i Oper .......................Maintain Oper table
F-Dist_F .....................Maintain Dist. Fraction table
_-OperFlow ...................Maintain Operation Flow table
L-OperCap ....................Maintain Operation Cap. table

--RDL .......................................Produce Ref. Data Library files

--Codes WG .........................Maintain W6 table

_Class i WClass ......Maintain Waste Class table
F-WCat ........Maintain Waste Category table
L-TSD WClass .. Maintain TSD Waste Class table

-Types , PCD ..........Maintain PCD Types table

CD .........Maintain HCD Types tableont Maintain Container types table

--Groups _ WG Group .... Maintain W6 Group table
L-WG-Class ....Maintain WG Class tableQ

--Scenario...................Maintain Scenario table
--Forecast...................Maintain Forecast table

_ad i..Radionuclides.Maintain valid rad. names list
L-Units ........Maintain units of measure list

-Report_Mgr- (select rpt)--i--Prtnew......Process, then print report

ew .........Process, then store report texteprint ..... Reprint stored report text
F-Store .......Store report text
_-_Table.......Return to report table

L-Quit ........Quit Report Manager

-_otes _ Notepad ....................Maintain general notepad
_--PCDOth ....................Maintain "OTHER" PCD notepad
_-ContOth ...................Maintain "OTHER":cont.notepad
F-_CD Oth ....................Maintain "OTHER" HCD notepad
L-Box-Dim ....................Maintain box dimensions notepad

--Admir, (StatAcc ....................Status of change requests
_-TabDoc .....................Automatic table documentor
L-Valchk ......................Validity check documentor

Figure 5.1 SWPM Menu Structure
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Menu path: Forecast_PCD - entry/updateof PCD percentage data for the WG/forecast
combination selected in IDFore above. Activity is
performed in a work table using Data Entry Toolkit
procedures after which data are added back to d\PCD.

Main script/procedure: PCD_DE
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: d\PCD, work\EPCD

Menu path" ForecastkI-ICD- entry/update of HCD percentage data for the
WG/forecast combination selected in IDFore above.

Activity is performed in a work table using Data Entry
Toolkit procedures after which data are added back to
d\HCD.

Main script/procedure: HCD_DE
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports' d\HCD, work\EHCD

Menu path: Foreeast\Cont - entry/update of container percentage data for the
WG/forecast combination selected in IDFore above.

Activity is performed in a work table using Data Entry
Toolkit procedures after which data are added back to
d\Cont.

Main script/procedure: Cont_DE
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: d\CONT, work\ECONT

Menu path: Foreeast_Rad - entry/updateof radionuclidedata for the WG/forecast
combination selected in IDFore above. Activity is
performed in a work table using Data Entry Toolkit
procedures after which data are added back to d\Rad.

Main script/procedure: RadDE
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: d\RAD, work\ERAD
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Menu path" TSD\Oper - Maintain TSD operations table

Main script/procedure: TSDEDIT0

Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports" dtsd\OPER

Menu path" TSD_0ist_F - Maintain TSD distribution fraction table

Main script/procedure: TSDEDIT0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: dtsd\DIST_F

Menu path: TSD\OperFIow - Maintain TSD operation flow table

Main script/procedure: TSDEDIT'0

Called scripts/procedures"

Tables, forms and reports: dtsd\OPERFLOW

Menu path" TSD\OperCap - Maintain TSD operation capacities table

Main script/procedure: TSDEDIT0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: dtsd\OPERCAP

Menu path" RDL - Executes reference data library creation process (This

process is detailed in Section 10.3.)

Main script/procedure: RDLExec0

Called scripts/procedures: WriteRPS0, WriteRPF0 and certain queries

Tables, forms and reports: input tables: work\FVCONVX, dtsd\OPER,
mvd\VARDICT, d\WG, dtsd\OPERFLOW,

dtsd\OPERCAP, dtsd\DIST_F, various work tables

output tables: work\RPS, work\RPF (and text file

versions)

Menu.path: Codes\WG - Maintain waste generator table

Main script/procedure" FeaEdit0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports" d\WG
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Menu path: Codes\WCiass\WCiass - Maintain waste class table

Main script/procedure" FeaEdit0
Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports' v\$WCLASS

Menu path: Codes\WCiass\WCat - Maintain waste category table

I

M_in script/procedure: FeaEdit0
Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: v\$WCAT

Menu path" Codes\WClass\TSD_WClass - Maintain TSD waste class table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit0
Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: v\$TSDWC

Menu path: Codes\TypesWCD - Maintain PCD types table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit0
Called scripts/procedures'

Tables, forms and reports: v\$PCD

Menu path: Codes\Types_lH[CD - Maintain HCD types table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit0
Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports" v\$HCD

Menu path: Codes\Types\Cont - Maintain container types table

Main script/procedure: Fe.aEdit0

Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: v\$CONT

Menu path" Codes\Groups\WG_Group - Maintain waste generator group table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit0
Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: v\$WGGROUP
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Menu path: Codes\Groups\WG_Class - Maintain waste generator class table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: v\$WGCLASS

Menu path: Codes\Scenario - Maintain forecast scenario table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: d\SCENARIO

Menu path: Codes\Forecast - Maintain forecast table (WG and scenario association)

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit0
Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: d\FORECAST

Menu.path" Rad\Radionuclides - Maintain radionuclide names table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit0

Called scripts/procedures"

Tables, forms and reports: v\$RAD

Menu path' Rad\Units - Maintain radionuclide units table

Main script/procedure' FeaEdit0

Called scripts/procedures'

Tables, forms and reports: v\$RADUNIT

Menu path' Report_Mgr_Prtnew - Process, store, and print selected report

Main script/procedure: RPTMGR0 - source: UTIL\RPTMGR.SC

Called scripts/procedures: Called script depends on report selected in WAIT

TABLE. See Report Manager technical notes in

Appendix C, Section 5, for more information.

STORE_RPT0 - source: UTIL\STORERPT.SC
TIMEDIFF0 - source: UTIL\TIMEDIFF.SC

Tables, forms and reports: r\SWPMRPT.DB

Others depend on report selection
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Menu path: Report_Mgr\New - Process and store selected report

Main script/procedure: Same as Prtnew
Called scripts/procedures' Same as Prmew, except does not use STORE_RPT
Tables, forms and reports: Same as Prtnew

Menu path: Report_Mgr\Reprint - Store and print selected report

Main script/procedure: Same as Prmew
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports' Same as Prmew

Menu path' Report Mgr\Store - Store selected report

Mainscript/procedure: Same as New
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: Same as Prmew

Menu path: Report_Mgr\Table - Returnto reportselection table

Mainscript/procedure: Same as Prtnew
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: Sameas Prtnew
Process description: Brings table r\SWPMRPTback into view for further

report selection

Menu path" Report_Mgr\Quit - Cancel report manager

Main script/procedure: Same as Prtnew
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports:
Process description: Provides an obvious exit from the Report Manager,

especially for users who call this procedure with a hotkey

Menu path: NoteskNotepad View or edit general purpose notepad entries.

Main script/procedure: Genedit0
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: d\NOTEPAD
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Menu path: Notes_PCD_Oth View or edit "Other" PCD descriptive notes

Main script/procedure: Genedit0

Called scripts/procedures"

Tables, forms and reports: d\PCDOTH

Menu path: Notes\Cont_Oth View or edit "Other" container type descriptive notes

Main script/procedure: Genedit0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports' d\CONTOTH

Menu path' Notes_ICD_Oth View or edit "Other" HCD descriptive notes

Main script/procedure: Genedit0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: d\HCDOTH

Menu path' Notes\Box_Dim View or edit dimensions and descriptions for box-type
containers

Main script/procedure: Gened it0

Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: d\BOXDIM

Menu path: Admin\Statacc - Maintain status of change requests in support of

configuration management

Main script/procedure: Statacc0 - source: UTIL\STATACC.SC

Called scripts/procedures"

Tables, forms and reports: d\DATACHG.DB - holds data change requests
d\SOFTCHG.db - holds software change requests

Menu path: Admin\TabDoc - Adds to or updates tables containing database
documentation

Main script/procedure: Tabdoc0 - source: UTIL\TABDOC.SC

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports' doc\tables\TAB.DB - contains entries for each database
table

doc\tables\TABFLD.DB -contains entries for all fields

within each table
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Menu path: Admin\ValChk - Adds to or updates table documenting validity checks on
database fields

Main script/procedure: Tabdoc0 - source: UTIL\VALCHK.SC
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: doc\tables\TABFLD.DB - contains entries for all fields

within each table

5.2 Menu System

To simplify maintenanceof the application menus, most menu structures in Version 1.4 are defined
by data in table MENU\MENUOPT. When this function operates, a procedure is executed that reads
the table, finds the correct group of menu items, displays them in standard Paradox menu format and
gets a selection from the user. The PAL command needed to perform the user's choice is contained in
a field of the menu table. The table also has an associated report that serves as a part of the system
documentation.

5.2.1 PAL Scripts and Procedures

MENUEXE0 - The procedure that accesses the menu table and displays user options in the
familiar Paradox menu style

menu\MENU.SC - Source script for procedure MENUEXE0

5.2.2 Tables and Related Objects

menu\MENUOPT.DB - Table containingthe data that define the applicationmenu stracture

menu\MENUOPT.R - Menu report for documentation

5.2.3 Adding an Item to a Menu

1. Determine which menu the item should appear within. See the SWPM Menu Structure in
Figure 5.1.

2. Use a menu group name that matches usage for the other options on the same menu.

3. Insert a row in the menu table MENU\MENUOPT, defining each field according the following
field descriptions:
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.Field Name .C.on[._r!t8..............................

Menu Abbrev The name of the group to which this item belongs. This controls

which menu the item appears in. This field is linked to

menu\MENUGRP and its contents must appear in that table.

Menu Opt # The order in which this item appears on its menu,

Menu Opt The name to appear on the menu.

Menu Desc The description of the menu item to appear on the second line of
the menu bar.

Menu Proc The action to be taken when the item is selected. It can be a

command, script name, or procedure.

Menu Report Order The order in which this group appears on the report. Must be the

same for all members of the group. This could be supplied by a

field in menu\MENUGRP but was implemented this way prior to

the creation of the lookup table.
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6.0 Forecast Data Entry

Forecast data entry in SWPM is accomplished using theextended facilities providedby the Paradox
Data Entry Toolkit (DET) and procedureswritten specifically for each table. Generalexplanationsof
DET usage are beyondthe scope of this document, but the process of conducting and controlling data
entry as applied to SWPM is discussed in this section.

There are a numberof objectives addressedin the waydataentry proceduresare designed and
implementedin SWPM'

• Data integrity - volume, percentageand radionuclidedata must be logically consistent with each
other and internally consistent

• Standardizationof terms, order of presentation, abbreviations,etc. - lists of each type of term
(waste classes, waste generatornames,physical content descriptors, etc.) are providedand their
usage is enforced

• Ease of use - those responsiblefor dataentry should not have to know the namesof tables, scripts,
proceduresand other Paradoxobjects

• Ease of maintenance- an attempt was madeto implementprocesses consistently anduse
nonspeciflc parameter-drivenprocedureswhere it was advantageousto do so.

6.1 Procedures and Scripts

Data entry procedures typically extractdata for a specified waste generator from a permanent table,
where data are kept in normal form, into a temporary table resembling a spreadsheet in format. For
forecast volume data, the user is restricted to validwaste classes. For PCD and radionuclidedata, the
user may only enter data for waste classes that have non-zero volumes coming from the waste
generator in question. When entering HCD and container data, the user may provide values only for
waste class/PCD combinations for which volume data were previously entered. If percentage data are
involved (PCD, HCD, and container), the requirement that data are entered as decimal fractions
summing to 1 is enforced.

These procedures invoke DET facilities using the DO WAITcommand.

Upon completion of data entry and successful validation of the data, any existing rows for the
current waste generator/forecast combination are removed from the permanent table and replaced by
data in the temporary table.
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Data entry process procedure names and source scripts -

Data Type Procedure _ Source

Forecast volumes FO_,_EVOL_DE0 paI\FOREVOL.SC

PCDs PCD_DE0 pal\PCD.SC

HCDs HCD_DE0 paI\HCD, SC

Containers Cont_DE0 pal\CONT.SC

Radionuclides Rad_DE0 paI\RAD.SC

Library: lib\FOREDF.LIB

Field arrival procedures - These procedures are invoked by the DET as the user moves to a new

field in the data entry table. They generally serve to total up data for the current column or row and

display the totals at the top of the screen. They also echo the current WG/Forecast combination, row

label, and column name at the top of the screen, because this information at times scrolls off the
screen.

Field arrival procedure names and source scripts -

Data _pe _ Procedure ............ Source

Forecast volumes ForeVol_NewFld0 pal\FOREVOL.SC

PCDs PCD_NewFId0 pal\PCD.SC

HCDs HCD_NewFId0 paI\HCD, SC

Containers Cont_NewFId0 pal\CONT.SC

Radionuclides Rad_NewFId0 paI\RAD.SC

Library: Iib\FOREDE.LIB

Field departure procedure - This procedure is called when the user finishes entering data to a field

and attempts to leave it. Its only action is to round the field to three decimal places. This procedure

may also be used in other instances outside of DET-controiled processes where rounding is needed.

Field departure procedure name and source script -
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DataType Procedure Source ....

All forecast data RndPer0 utiI\RNDPER,SC

Library:Iib\UTIL.LIB

Keystrokeprocedure-Thisprocedureisinvokedforeverykeystrokeduringallforecastdataentry
processesperformedunderthecontroloftheDET. Itisusedtoblockentryincertaincolumnsand
checkforspecialkeystrokes,suchasthenotepadhotkey.

Keystrokeprocedurename andsource script -

DataTwe Procedure Source

All forecast dais KeyBIk0 utiI\KEYBLK.SC

Library:Iib\UTIL.LIB

DET definition procedures - These procedures are written by the DET using information supplied
interactively by the developer while using TKMenu. They provide all the definitions that the DET
needs to control data entry. Included are the table name to which data will be entered and the names of
various procedures to be invoked for arrival, departure, and keystroke events. They also map all keys
to codes that indicate how each key can be used.

Warning: DET definition procedures are usually created with complete path names associated with
tables and flies referenced in the procedure. To maintain portability, the drive and
application directory names should be removed from these paths before the procedures
are compiled and written to the library file. The definition procedure scripts can be
edited in the same way as any other PALscript.

DET definition procedure names and source scripts -

.... DataType Procedure : Source

Forecast volumes TKEForeVol_None0 work\EFORE.,VOL.SC
PCDs TKEpcd_None0 work\EPCD.SC
HCDs TKEhcd_None0 work\EHCD.SC
Containers TKEcont_None0 work\ECONT.SC
Radionuclides TKErad_.None0 work\ERAD,SC

Library: iib\FOREDE.LIB
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DET "borrow" files - These files are created by TKMenu and are referenced within the DET

definition script created during the same process. They are used when the definition procedure is

compiled but apparently not at other times, Even though a "borrow" file may exist for a given table, a

new one is generated each time TKMenu is used. No manual maintenance of these tables is needed.

"Borrow" file names -

All tables: BORROW'n'.SC, where 'n' is a serial number one larger than used in existing borrow
file names.

6.2 Table Names

work\EFOREVOL.DB - Work table to which volume data are entered

work\EPCD.DB Work table to which PCD data are entered

work\EHCD.DB Work table to which HCD data are entered

work\ECONT.DB Work table to which container data are entered

work\ERAD.DB - Work table to which radionuclide data are entered

d\FOREVOL.DB - Permanent table containing volume data

d\PCD.DB - Permanent table containing PCD data

d\HCD.DB - Permanent table containing HCD data

d\CONT, DB - Permanent table containing container data

d\RAD.DB - Permanent table containing radionuclide data

6.3 Implementation

Complete instructions on DET usage, especially TKMenu, are left to the Paradox PAL manual,

The following is an outline of steps necessary to add a DET process to SWPM, Maintenance of

existing processes will necessarily involve skipping some of the steps listed.

1. Create the table to which data will be entered.

2. Develop new or identify existing procedures to be used for arrivals, departures, and

keystrokes.

3. Develop the procedure that will be executed to pertbrm the data entry process. This procedure
must invoke the DET "Do Wait" command on the table that will receive the data entered.

4. Execute the TKMenu script in the DET and use the SetUpDoWait selection to define the

process.
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5, Modify the DET definition procedurescript created in the previousstep to remove complete

path names that it contains. Path names used should be relative to the application directory

(_SWPMDB92 in this case) rather than full paths as the DET defines them.

6, Compile the DET definition procedure and any procedures created in steps 2 and 3 above into a

library that will be accessible by the application.

7. Test it.

q
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7.0 Data Entry Notepad Functions

This feature allows a user to make notes into one of a set of database tables designed to capture

notes for various purposes. These purposes include documenting non-routine changes to tables,

unresolved problems, decisions affecting content of fields, the use of "OTHER" for PCD, HCD, or

containers and to capture box dimensions when available. The notes are available to others via report

selections on the Report Manager or by viewing the notepad tables. There are some differences in

implementation because of requirements posed by various contexts. This function, therefore, actually

includes a family of related scripts and procedures that appear similarly when used. The three imple-
mentations are

1. NOTEPAD0" General use, outside of SWPM application scripts or procedures.

2. NOTEPAD20: For use within a WAIT TABLE state that is established on a specific table within a

PAL script or procedure. Captures general purpose notes only and stores them directly to table
d\NOTEPAD.

3. NOTE_SET0, NOTES_A0 and NOTES_B0: To be executed in conjunction with data entry

performed under the control of data entry toolkit procedures. Capt_ares all types of notes. Holds

them temporarily in arrays and stores them into tables at the end of the data entry session.

See the remainder of this section and Chapter 11 for more information about these procedures.

A typical notepad opens as a two-line window near the bottom of the screen and will accept up to

160 characters per note It may be preceded by a menu, if the current context is such that more than

one type of note may be appropriate. It automatically records some information with the exact

elements also depending on context. The number of allowable notes is unlimited. However, during a

given data entry, session in the Data Entry Toolkit (DET) implementation, array space is available for

only ten notes. A warning message results if an attempt is made to exceed the maximum number. In

such a case, the user must exit and reenter the process. This forces the procedures involved to dump

the notes to the notepad table and reinitialize the arrays that temporarily hold the notes.

7.1 Procedures and Scripts

NOTEPAD0 Procedure that invokes general purpose notepad, usable in routine interactive

Paradox work where an application script does not have control. Adds notes
directly to D\NOTEPAD table. Contained in LIB\UTIL.LIB.

NOTEPAD20 Procedure that performs WAIT TABLE version of notepad function. Contained
in LIB\U'I'IL.LIB.
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NOTE_SET0 Initializes arrays for DET notepad implementation. Used in conjunction with

NOTES_A0 and NOTES_B0. Contained in LIB\FOREDE.LIB.

NOTES_A0 During DET operations where this procedure is referenced, notes and other data

are captured into arrays initialized by NOTE_SET0. Contained in
I, IB\FOREDE. LIB.

NOTES_B0 Immediately after a data entry process using the DET, NOTE_SET() and

NOTES_A0, this procedure must be called to write data in the arrays to the

notepad tables. Contained in LIB\FOREDE.LIB.

NOTEPAD.SC Located in UTIL subdirectory. Compiles into NOTEPAD0.

NOTEPAD2.SC Located in UTIL subdirectory. Compiles into NOTEPAD20. Similar to

NOTEPAD.SC, except that the procedure created is intended to be called by

other procedures or scripts that have a table in WAIT TABLE status. Requires

procedures LU_sSAVE and LU_sRESTORE to be run before and after.

NOTE_SET.SC Located in UTIL Subdirectory. Source script for NOTE_SET0. Compiled by
UTIL\FOREDE.SC.

NOTES_A.SC Located in UTIL Subdirectory. Source script for NOTES_A0. Compiled by
UTIL\FOREDE.SC.

NOTES_B.SC Located in UTIL Subdirectory. Source script for NOTES_B0. Compiled by
UTIL\FOREDE.SC.

7.2 Notepad Tables and Related Objects

BOXDIM.DB Table containing dimensions and description of a box-type container, as well as

certain automatically captured contextual data.

BOXDIM.F Form used for box dimensions notepad editing.

BOXDIM.R Report specification used to print contents of box dimensions notepad.

CONTOTH.DB Table containing additional information about instances of "OTHER" container

types, as well as certain automatically captured contextual data.

CONTOTH.F Form used for "OTHER" container type notepad editing.

CONTOTH.R Report specification used to print contents of "OTHER" container type notepad.
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HCDOTH.DB Table containing additional information about instances of "OTHER" HCD

types, as well as certain automatically captured contextual data.

HCDOTH.F Form used for "OTHER" HCD type notepad editing.

HCDOTH.R Report specification used to print contents of "OTHER" HCD type notepad.

NOTEPAD.DB Table containing general purpose notes entered through NOTEPAD window, as

well as contextual information captured automatically with each note.

NOTEPAD.F Form used for notepad editing.

NOTEPAD.R Report specification used to print contents of notepad.

PCDOTH.DB Table containing additional information about instances of "OTHER" PCD
types, as well as certain automatically captured contextual data.

PCDOTH.F Form used for "OTHER" PCD type notepad editing.

PCDOTH.R Report specification used to print contents of "OTHER" PCD type notepad.

7.3 Implementation

7.3.1 NOTEPAD0 - this version can be executed as a miniseript or via ho_ey. [Ctrl N] is

recommended. Execute a script that includes the following line:

SETKEY 14 notepad0

7.3.2 NOTEPAD20 - execution should only be from another procedure. It requires the use of

LU_sSAVE0 and LU_sRESTORE0 to save and then restore to the current state. Certain var-

iables initialized by LU_sSAVE0 are used to record the table and field names as well as the field

contents in the notepad. The following example is a code fragment that would presumably be
one of several CASE sections in a SWITCH structure:

CASE retval = 14: ; Invoked in this example by [Ctrl N]
Loc_sSAVE0 ; call this first to save location in

; table being edited

Do_it! ; ends EDIT or COEDIT

notepad20 ; executes procedure

Loc_sRestore0 ; restores position in original table

Coeditkey ; return to edit mode
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7.3.3 NOTE_SET0, NOTES_A0 and NOTES_B0 - to be executed within a data entry process that
uses the DET.

Invoke NOTE_SET0 within the procedure, before the DO WAIT command occurs. This

procedure creates arrays to temporarily store the note and other data to be captured in the

notepad. The procedure allocates array space for as many as 10 notes.

Invoke NOTES_B0 immediately after exiting the DO WAIT, in order to store any notes that

were captured in arrays.

NOTES_A0 is implemented indirectly. A keystroke level procedure must be defined in the DET

setup for each table for which the notepad is to be used. The keystroke procedure
(UTIL\KEYBLK.SC, for example) must then check for a particular keystroke ([Ctrl N], in this

case) used to invoke the notepad. In addition, the script used to define entry, exit and keystroke

procedures and usable keys must allow the keystroke. See WORK\EFOREVOL.SC as an

example. The TKPosKey variable in such a script is used to define key availability.

7.4 Automatically Captured Contextual Information

7.4.1 Any use of the general purpose notepad causes these items to be recorded along with the 160
characters of note text:

Current table name

Current field name

Current field contents

Current date

User ID of person making the note

7.4.2 When box dimensions notes are entered, the following information is also captured:

Waste generator name
Waste class name

PCD type

Container type

7.4.3 When notes are taken about "OTHER" container occurrences, the following information is also

captured:

Waste generator name
Waste class name

PCD type
Current field value
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7.4.4 When notes are taken about "OTHER" HCD occurrences, the following information is also
captured:

Waste generator name
Waste class name

PCD type
Current field value

7.4.5 When notes are taken about "OTHER" PCD occurrences, the following information is also
captured:

Waste generator name
Waste class name

PCD type
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8.0 Reporting Functions

Most report generation is accomplished using a feature,r f the SWPM database application called

the Report Manager. The Report Manager displays a table of available reports and accepts the user's
selection as if the table were a menu. This feature is intended to eliminate the need to code report

processing into every script that creates data for reporting and to make it simple to add a report

selection to the application. Since project requirements include storage of report text as well as genera-
tion of hard copy, routing of report output to text files is also handled within this function. The Report

Manager is intended as a generic tool to be usable in other Paradox applications. The method of defin-
ing a report in the report table was made fairly general but assumes a standard Paradox application
directory structure. The structure needed is similar to that proposed by Brian J. Smith in his column

titled "Up the Organization" published in the June 1990 issue of "Data Based Advisor" magazine.
SWPM database applications for FY90, FY91, Reference Database and FY92 all conform to the model

advanced by Smith. Certain directories have been added, however, to incorporate additional functions
that Smith's structure did not include.

8.1 Descriptions and Locations of Files

Location of files (unless otherwise specified):

J:\SWPMDB92\R

8.1.1 PAL Scripts and Procedures

RPTMGR0 Procedure that performs Report Manager function. Contained in LIB\UTIL.LIB.

STORE_RPT0 Procedure that writes a report out to a text file. Located in LIB\UTIL.LIB. See

Appendix E.

RPTMGR.SC Located in UTIL subdirectory. Contains PAL code that compiles into RPTMGR0.

Allows selection of report to be run and/or printed via WAIT TABLE on table

R\SWPMRPT.DB. See description of menu choices in Section 3.1 - Process

Dictionary. This script also contains code for RPTMSG0, a dummy procedure

used when no data manipulation processing is required before a report can be

generated.

UTIL.SC Located in LIB subdirectory. Compiles all UTIL library procedures, including

RPTMGR0 into LIB\UTIL.LIB, entirely replacing the old version of the library.
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8.1.2 Tables and Related Objects

REPORT. DB - Table containing information about all available SWPM database reports.

RPTMGR0 allows this table to be viewed and a report chosen under the control
of WAIT TABLE. See Table 3.1 for information about the structure of this table.

REPORT.R - Report specification used to generate a report showing information about all

available SWPM reports.

8.2 Adding a Report to the Report Manager

8.2.1 Defining a new Report Manager Record

Enter information in each field of a new report manager record according to the following field
definitions:

Column Entry Required

RPT ID Enter a unique ID for the report. This is the key to this table. The content
of this field is also used to define the name of the text file to which the

report will be written.

RPT ABBREV The name of the table from which the report will be produced. Do not

include its path here.

REPORT NUMBER The Paradox report number R, I, 2 ..... 14 that indicates one of the 15

possible reports defined for the table named in RPT ABBREV. The

content of this field relates to the file name extension of the file containing

the report specif,:ation. Extensions are ".R", ".RI", etc., preceded by the
table name.

RPT NAME The report title to be displayed on the Report Manager selection screen.

Should be all or most of the first line of the report title.

RPT SCRIPT The script or procedure that will create the report data. Omit the extension

if it is a script. Include "0" after the name for procedures. Procedures
must be available for Paradox to find via AUTOLIB or other means. Use

a "do nothing" process here if no data preparation is required, such as

"RPTMSG0" If a script is referenced, it must be in the directory defined

by variable 'scdir'. This variable is defined in the Report Manager

procedure and is set to "PAL\\" for this appl!cation.
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COMMENTS Comments describing this report that will appear on report CI00 - SWPM
Database Reports.

FORMAT NOTES An additional comment field used to describe the format of the report.

DATE MODIFIED The date on which format changes were last made, or the date on which a
report was added into the table.

DATE LAST RUN No entry needed. This field is updated automatically when the report is
run.

RUN TIME No entry needed. Recorded automatically in minutes and tenths of minutes
each time report is run.

TABLELOCATION Define the directory that contains the table defined by the contents of RIW
ABBREV. If omitted, the Report Manager procedure uses the contents of
a variable named 'tbldir', defined at the start of the procedure script.
Defined as "WORK" in this application.

RPT FILE SIZE No entry needed. After a report process completes, the space allocated by
DOS to store the report text is captured. The file containing the report is
named as the content of RPT ID plus ".RPT" as the file name extension.
Since paper orientation, report width and font selection all are contributors
to output volume, the relationship between file size and number of pages to
print is indirect. This information is captured to give the user at least a
very general idea of how much print will be generated.

8.2.2 Other Preparation

Unless otherwise noted, the following instructions assume that default file names and directory
locations are used.

1. Create required queries and scripts. The initial script or procedure used to begin processing must
be named to match the contents of field RPT SCRIPT. If no processing is needed, procedure
"rptmsg0" can be referenced in the table. This avoids an error caused by a nonexistent procedure
or script, but no processing is performed. Queries should be placed in the Q\ subdirectory,
although no enforcement of query location is provided by the Report Manager.

2. If it does not already exist, create the table from which the report will be generated. If the table is
created specifically to hold data extracted to produce a report, the table should be located in the
WORK\ subdirectory. Using a table located anywhere else requires naming the directory location
in the TABLE LOCATION field of the report table.
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3. Create the report specification for the table defined in instruction 2 above. It is standard practice to

include the report ID on the output, in the lower left corner of each page width, The source

database for the report should also be displayed by placing a calculated field using variable 'rptsrc'.

Allow a calculated field width of 20 characters. The variable 'Rptsrc' is set by the script

PAL\STARTSWP.SC when the application is started.

8.2.3 Documenting a New Report

The PAL scripts used to create the report should be liberally commented. Place as much

information about the report as possible in the Report Manager table. If the report process involves

multiple steps, use "Reports Process Notes" forms to document each step. These notes are filed in the

project notebook or project files.

8.3 Execution of the Report Manager

The selection Report_Mgr is part of the MAIN menu group in all versions of the application. See

Chapter 5 for information about adding menu selections to the menu system. Lower level menu

selections are coded within the Report Manager procedure and therefore do not appear in the menu

system table.

After execution begins, the SWPM report table R\REPORT.DB is viewed in WAIT TABLE mode,

The table used is defined as variable "rpttable" in the procedure script. The user makes a choice by

pointing at the desired report and pressing the Do_it! key [F2]. A screen of information is then

displayed that gives some indication how long the entire report process takes and how big the print file
will be. Last run date is also shown.
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9.0 Upload and Download Processing

Upload and download processing allows the movement of SWPM data between network disk drives

and local disks in PCs connected to the network. The purpose of this facility is to allow users to copy

a reference database to their own PCs to get the performance benefit of using a local hard disk. Also,

changes can be made to a local copy of the data while preserving the reference database. Upload/

download capability supports the practice of entering forecast data on a local machine and uploading
batches of data to the network. When data are moved from local installations to the network, certain

quality control procedures are applied before the data become part of or replace the existing network
reference database.

In addition to the movement of forecast data, the download portion of this facility also allows users

to copy the SWPM database application itself. The creation of an executable copy involves the
movement of software and a number of tables of support data that are needed by the application.

Support tables include the entire V\ subdirectory and other tables that support the menu system and the

Report Manager. A complete download is done, therefore, in two steps: forecast data and software.

It should be noted that a complete download does not create a stand-alone application on a local hard

drive, since Paradox software is still required to support the database application.

9.1 Descriptions and tions of Files

9.1.1 DOS Batch Files

SWPMUPLD.BAT - Upload process, see listing in Figure 9.1

The upload batch file is located in the application directory, \SWPMDB92, on the user's local

drive. This file is installed on the local drive when the software download process is executed.

SWPMDNLD.BAT - Download process, see listing in Figure 9.2

The download batch file is located in the network application directory, \SWPMDB92.

SWPMLOG.BAT - Logs upload and download activities, see listing in Figure 9.3

The upload and download logging batch file is located in the network application utility
directory, \SWPMDB92\UTIL.
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9.1.2 Log Files

UPLOAD.LOG - Log of upload messages

DOWNLOAD.LOG - Log of download messages

These are text files containing messages generated during processing. Both are located in the D\

directory.

9.1.3 Quality Assurance Query Scripts

QA1.SC - Tests waste generator name usage

QA2.SC - Tests waste class usage

QA3.SC - Identifies new waste generators

QA4.SC - Identifies deleted waste generators

All QA scripts are located in the UPLOAD\ directory. See Section 9.4 for guidance on

performing the QA tests.

9.2 Process Descriptions

9.2.1 Upload P_cessing

• The user executes this batch file with no parameters from the local SWPM application directory.

• An attempt is made to locate the logging batch file on the network. If this file cannot be found, the

upload process assumes the network is not available. The process terminates with an error

message.

• The beginning of the upload process is logged.

• The UPLOAD\ directory is checked. It must be free of all files before the process will proceed. If

any files are detected, the occurrence is logged and the process ends with an error message.

• The DOS XCOPY utility is used to copy all files in the local D\ directory to the UPLOAD\

directory on the network.

• Any error messages that appeared are logged. Otherwise, an entry is made to log file noting a

successful completion of the process.
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9.2.2 Download Processing

• The user executes this batch file with one parameter, two parameters,or none from the network

SWPM application directory. The first parameter is the target hard drive. Valid values are "C" or

"D" with the default being the user's C drive. The second parameter is the type of download to

perform. The value supplied can be "Data," "SW" (for software), or "All." The default download

type is data only. Parameter validation is performed and then must be confirmed by the user
before the process continues.

• The nature of the event is logged by redirecting a message to the log file. The time and date are

also recorded by calling SWPMLOG.BAT.

• The selected download process is performed using the DOS XCOPY utility. Error status is
checked after XCOPY finishes.

• Any error messages that appeared are logged. Otherwise, an entry is made to log file noting a

successful completion of the process.

• If both types of download processes were selected, the second process executes in a manner similar
to the first.

9.2.3 Upload and Download Logging

Some messages are simply added to the log file by echoing a message to the file using DOS

redirection with append, i.e., the "> >" characters.

Time stamping log messages requires a more elaborate procedure:

• The upload or download batch file calls UTIL\SWPMLOG.BAT with two parameters: a label that

serves as both a temporary file name and a line label in the log file, and the name of the log file to
be written to.

• The logging batch file verifies that parameters were passed and then checks to make sure that it can

createa file using the first parameter as a name and "_" as the extension.

• The file is created using the Echo command and redirection. As this file is created, DOS includes

the current date and time in the directory.

• The DOS DIR command is used to get the directory entry and its output is filtered through the

FIND command via DOS piping, so that only the just-created file will be reported out. This

filtered directory output is redirected to the log file where it appears as a label that identifies the
event followed by the current date and time.
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,, The temporary file created to capture the current system date and time is deleted.

9.3 Quality Control of Uploaded Data

it is assumed that data entry performed on a local copy of the database will be performed in

accordance with the current User's Guide, and that none of the data integrity checks will have been

bypassed or defeated in any way. To avoid serious errors in reporting and analysis of forecast data and

in model results, a few quality checks are made on upioaded data before the tables are copied into the

D\ subdirectory. These checks consist of running queries located in the UPLOAD\ subdirectory and

examining the Answer table that each creates. The descriptions below include the type of check being

performed, the name of the query that performs the test, the desired result, and some possible

implications when some other result occurs.

9.3.1 Verification of Waste Generator Abbreviation Usage

Query: UPLOAD\QC I.SC

Desired result: Empty ANSWER table

Possible problems: When one or more rows appear in the ANSWER table, there are invalid

waste generators in the forecast volume table FOREVOL_ The other tables c_t:t,ning the WG

Abbrev field should also be considered suspect. The data integrity check that i,.,rces usage of

waste generator abbreviations that exist in the WG table was violated, or the local WG table

was changed after data entry occurred.

9.3.2 Verification of Waste Class Abbreviation Usage

Query: UPLOAD\QC2.SC

Desired result: Empty ANSWER table

Possible problems: When one or more rows appear in the ANSWER table, there are invalid

waste classes appearing in the forecast volume table FOREVOL. The other tables containing

tile WCLASS Abbrev field should also be considered suspect. The data integrity check that

tbrces usage of waste class abbreviations that exist in the $WCLASS table was violated, or the

network version of the $WCLASS table is different than the local copy.

9.3.3 Detection of New Waste Generator Names

Query: Upload\QC3.SC

Desired result: Depends
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Possible problems: New entries in the uploaded WG table are usually intended. Additions to
the waste generator table will generally be made on the local database first and may not be
added concurrently to the network WG table. This test serves to notify the database
administrator of such occurrences in case additional verification is desired.

9.3.4 Detection of Existing Waste Generator Names Now Absent From
Upload

t

Query: Upioad\QC4.SC

Desiredresult: Depends

Possible problems: This check will reveal any waste generators that have been deleted from
the local database. The deletion may be appropriate, but the database administrator should
verify. This type of event should also have been recorded in the notepad.

9.4 Installation of Uploaded Data

After quality control checks are made, the uploadeddataare ready to be placed in the D\ directory.
The method used depends on how much concurrent activity takes place in both local and network
databases. The follow_.ngare basic guidelines.

9.4.1 Installation When All Data Entry is Local

Copy all flies fromthe UPLOAD\ directoryto the D\ directory. Alternately,a utility such as
DIRMATCHor UPD can be used to identify the flies that have changed and copy only the ones that
have latertime stampson them. This activity is most efficientlyperformedin DOS.

9.4.2 Installation When Data Entry Conducted Concurrently

Concurrent entry of forecast datamust be managedby distributingthe work on some reasonable
basis, such as by waste generatorname. If the locally originatingtables containonly datafor certain
waste generators,these tables must be addedto networktables rather than copied over them. If the
local user was given a full set of forecastgeneratorsand has responsibilityof updating or addingonly a
subset, then the subset must be extracted from the uploadedtables and addedto the networktables.
This type of upload managementmust be conductedwithin Paradox, since selective queries and table
adds are involved.
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9.5 Preparation for the Next Upload

The upload processing batch file, SWPMUPLD.BAT, will not perform the upload unless the

UPLOAD\ directory is empty. It is suggested, however, that the UPLOAD\ directory not be cleaned

out until immediately before an upload is to take place. This practice will avoid uploads occurring

without the knowledge of the database administrator. In addition, an occasional review of the upload

log located in file D\UPLOAD.LOG, will help to verify that the upload process is being performed in

accordance with procedures included in the User's Guide.
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@Echooff
•_______________

• Procedure name" SWPMUPLD.BAT

• Author • Cary Blackburn

• (c) 1993 by Pacific Northwest Laboratory

• Purpose • Uploads SWPMdatabase files from a local disk to the
• network reference database.

• Parameters" None

• Hi story"

• 10/08/92 - created by Cary Blackburn

._________.__.__._***_

Cls
Echo.
Echo.
Echo.
Echo SWPMDatabase vi.4 Upload Process
Echo.
Echo.
Echo Warning • This process should not be performed without
Echo notifying the database administrator first.
Echo If you wish to terminate, press [Ctrl] C.
Echo.
Echo.
Echo If you wish to terminate, press [Ctrl] C. Otherwise
Pause
"Stepl

• I Step I" Test for availability of network by checking for the I
• I presence of an application file on J" drive I
" I I

Figure 9.I - Listing of SWPMUPLD.BAT
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if exist J'\SWPMDB92\util\swpmlog.bat goto Step2
• Error detected - can't find network files so network may not be available
Echo.

Echo ^GNetwork not available - upload not performed.
Echo.
Goto END

"Step2

• Step 2" First, write a message to the log file
• Next call SWPMLOG.BATwith 2 parameters •
• I. Nameof a temp file to create that will be given the
• current date/time stamp
• 2. Nameof log file to receive the line of text that
• contains the date/time stamp•

Echo.

Echo Logging start of upload•.•
Echo >>J'\swpmdb92\d\upload.log
Echo Upload process beginning...>>J'\swpmdbg2\d\upload.log
call J'\swpmdb92\util\swpmlog _start J'\swpmdb92\d\upload.log

• J Step 3" Test for readiness of upload area - directory must be
"i empty.
" i

if not exist J'\SWPMDBg2\UPLOAD\*.* goto Step3
•Error detected - the upload directory is not empty
Echo.

Echo ^GUpload area not ready - upload not performed•
Echo.

Echo Logging attempted upload••.
Echo Upload attempted without preparation >>J'\swpmdb92\d\upload.log
Goto END

"Step4
......................................................................

" t Step 4' Perform upload - content of D\ subdirectory is copied to
• I the upload area on the network
" I

......................................................................

Echo.

Figure 9.I. (contd)
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Echo Uploadingdata..
Echo.

Xcopy D\*.* J:\swpmdbg2\upload
if errorlevel4 goto Step4er4
if errorlevel2 goto Step4er2
if errorlevelI goto Step4erl
if errorlevel0 goto Step5
:Step4erl
Echo.
Echo ^GWarning:No files found to copy - upload not performed.
Echo.

Echo Loggingfailed upload...
Echo Upload failed - no files found on local disk>>J:\swpmdbg2\d\upload.log
goto END
:Step4er2
Echo.

Echo ^GProcessabortedby user - uploadnot completed.
Echo.

Echo Loggingabortedupload...
Echo Upload abortedby user>>J:\swpmdbg2\d\upload.log
goto END
:Step4er4
Echo.

Echo ^GOut of memory or disk space - upload not completed.
Echo.

Echo Loggingfailed upload...
Echo Upload incomplete-mem/disk limit or syntax>>J:\swpmdbg2\d\upload.log
goto END

:Step5

: I Step 5: Successfulcompletion- notify user and log it. I
: I I
: I I

Echo.

Echo Upload finished.
Echo.

Echo Loggingcompletionof process...
Echo.

Echo Upload completedwithout error>>J:\swpmdb92\d\upload.log
calI j:\swpmdb92\util\swpmlog_end J:\swpmdb92\d\upload.log
Echo AG
:END

Figure g.1. (contd}
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@Echooff
._______________

• Procedure name" SWPMDNLD.BAT

• Author" Cary Blackburn

• (c) 1993 by Pacific Northwest Laboratory

• Purpose" Downloads SWPMdatabase application files to a local disk
• from the network reference database•
• There are three modes of operation"
• Data - only tables from the D\ subdirectory are copied
• SW - only application software and support files are
• copied
• All - the entire application is copied to the local disk

• Parameters • I. Target disk - C or D (can also be specified as C" or D')
• 2. Type of process - Data, SWor All

' Hi story •

• 10/09/92 - created by Cary Blackburn
._______________

•Stepla - Attempt to validate parameters or establish defaults
IF %Ix:=x Goto ALLDEF
IF %2x=:x Goto TYPDEF
goto "SETTYPE

'ALLDEF
Set disk=C"
Set _proc=DATA
goto Stepl

"TYPDEF

Set _proc=DATA
goto SETDISK

"SETTYPE
set _proc=%2
IF %_proc%==ALLgoto SETDISK
IF %_proc%==DATAgoto SETDISK
IF %_proc%==SWgoto SETDISK
goto BADTYPE

Figure 9.2 - Listing of SWPMDNLD.BAT
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"SETDISK
set disk=%1
IF % disk%=:C- goto Stepl
IF % disk%==D" goto Stepl
IF % disk%==C goto SETDISKC
IF % disk%==D goto SETDISKD
goto B#_DDISK

"SETDISKC
set disk=C"
goto Stepl

"SETDISKD
set disk=D"
Q

"Stepl

" I Step I" Providewarning about file overwrites- give the user a l
" I chance to chickenout. If the process continues,log i
" I the start of it. I

Cls
Echo.
Echo.
Echo.
Echo SWPM Database vi.4 DownloadProcess
Echo.

Echo Process• %_proc%
Echo Target drive- %_disk%
Echo.

Echo Warning• This processwill overwriteexistingfiles.
Echo If you wish to terminate,press [Ctrl] C.
Echo.
Echo Otherwise-
Pause
Echo.

Echo Logging start of download..•
Echo >>J'\swpmdb92\d\download.log
Echo Downloadof %_proc% to %_disk% beginning...>>J'\swpmdbg2\d\download.log

Figure 9.2. (contd)
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• I Next call SWPMLOG.BATwith 2 parameters"
• J I. Name of a temp file to create that will be given the
• ] current date/time stamp
' i 2. Name of log file to receive the line of text that
" I contains the date/time stamp.

call J'\swpmdbg2\util\swpmlog start J'\swpmdb92\d\download.log

"Step2

" i Step 2" Data download - performed if process specified is Data or
• I All
" I

IF %_proc%==SW goto Step3
Echo.

Echo Downloading data...
Echo.

xcopy J'\swpmdbg2\d\*.* % disk%\swpmdb92\d\*.*
del %_disk%\swpmdb92\d\*. log>nul
if errorlevel 4 goto Step2er4
if errorlevel 2 goto Step2er2
if errorlevel I goto Step2erl
if errorlevel 0 goto Step2a
"Step2erl
Echo.

Echo ^GWarning' No files found to copy - download not performed.
Echo•

Echo Logging failed attempt to download...
Echo Download failed - no files found on local

d i sk>>J' \swpmdb92\d\downl oad. 1og
goto END
"Step2er2
Echo.

Echo ^GProcess aborted by user - download not completed.
Echo.

Echo Logging aborted download...
Echo Download aborted by user>>J'\swpmdb92\d\download.log
goto END
"Step2er4
Echo.

Echo ^GOut of memory or disk space - download not completed.
Echo•

Figure 9.2. (contd)
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Echo Loggingaborteddownload...
Echo Download incomplete- mem/disk limit or
syntax>>J"\swpmdb92\d\download.log
Goto END

"Step2a
Echo.

Echo Data download complete,logging..•
Echo Downloadof D\ files to %_disk% completed.>>J'\swpmdbg2\d\download.log
calI .J"\swpmdbg2\util\swpmlog _dataend J"\swpmdbg2\d\download•log

•Step3

• I Step 3" Softwaredownload - performedif process specifiedis SW I
• J orAll [
" i i

IF %_proc%==DATAgoto Step4
Echo.

Echo Downloadingsoftware..•
Echo. -

xco)yJ'\sw)mdb92\lib\*.*%_disk%\swpmdbg2\lib\*.*
xcopy J'\sw:)mdb92\menu\*.*%_disk%\swpmdbg2\menu\*.*
xcoDy J'\sw_mdbg2\mvd\*.*%_disk%\swpmdb92\mvd\*.*
xcoDy J"\swl)mdbg2\pal\*.* %di sk%\swpmdbg2\pal\*.*
xcopy J'\sw!)mdbg2\q\*.*% disk%\swpmdbg2\q\*.*
xco_y J'\swl)mdbg2\r\report*.*%_disk%\swpmdbg2\r\report*.*
xco_y J"\sw)mdbg2\statacc\*.*% disk%\swpmdbg2\statacc\*.*
xco_y J'\swl)mdbg2\tools\*.*%_d_sk%\swpmdbg2\tools\*.*/s
xcopy J'\sw)mdbg2\util\*.*% disk%\swpmdb92\util\*.*u

del % disk%\swpmdbg2\util\swpmdnld.bat>nul
del % disk%\swpmdbg2\util\swpmlog.bat>nul
xcopy J'\swpmdbg2\v\*.*% disk%\swpmdbg2\v\*.*
xcopy J'\swpmdb92\work\*.*%_disk%\swpmdb92\work\*.*
xcopy J"\swpmdbg2\*.sc %_disk%\swpmdbg2\*,sc
if errorlevel4 goto Step3er4
if errorlevel2 goto Step3er2
if errorlevel0 goto Step3a
"Step3er2
Echo.

Echo ^GProcessabortedby user - downloadnot completed.
Echo.

Echo Logging aborteddownload...
Echo Downloadaborted by user>>J'\swpmdbg2\d\download.log

Figure g.2. (contd)
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goto END
"Step3er4
Echo.
Echo ^GOut of memory or disk space - download not completed.
Echo.

Echo Logging failed download..•
Echo Download incomplete - mem/disk limit or
syntax> >J" \swpmdb92\d\down Ioad. 1og
goto END

"Step3a
Echo.
Echo SWdownload complete• Logging...
Echo Download of SWfiles to %_disk% completed.>>J'\swpmdbg2\d\download.log
call J'\swpmdb92\util\swpmlog _swend J'\swpmdb92\d\download.log

"Step4

" I Step 4" Successful completion - notify user and log it. J
' I I

#

• .........................................................................

Echo.
Echo Logging completion of process...
Echo.

Echo Download completed without error.>>J'\swpmdb92\d\download.log
Echo.
Echo ^GDownload finished.
goto END
"BADTYPE
Echo.

Echo ^GError" Invalid download process type specified.
Echo Valid values are DATA, SWor ALL.
Echo,
goto END
•BADDI SK
Echo.

Echo ^GError" Invalid target disk drive specified.
Echo Valid values are D or C.
Echo.
'END
set disk=
set _proc=

Figure 9.2. (contd)
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' Procedurename• SWPMLOG.BAT

• Author• Cacy Blackburn

• (c) 1993 by PacificNorthwestLaboratory

• Purpose• This is a routineto be called duringthe upload and download
• process to capturea date/timestamp• It does so rather
' crudely by creatinga temporaryfile and capturingits
• directoryentry in a way that servesto indicatewhen an
' event happens•

• This processwill not operateunless two parametersare
• passed to it.

• Parameters"I. Name to use for the temporaryfile to create• If this
• file exists,the log entry will not includea date/time
• stamp becausedoing so would wipe out the existing file•
• This file must be specifiedwithout an extension.An
• extensionof "._" will be added here.

• 2. The name of the log file to write to. If this is not an
• existingfile, then an error message is displayedand no
: attempt is made to log anything•

• History'

• 10/08/92- created by Cary Blackburn

•_=_______________

• I Stepl - check existenceof parameters,terminateif not present I
' I I
" I I

if %Ix==x goto NOPARMI
if %2x==x goto NOPARM2
if not %3x==x goto BADPARM3

Figure g.3. Listingof SWPMLOG.BAT
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• I Step2 - verify that file name passed as Ist parameter does not I
• I exist with an extension of "•_" t
• I i

If exist %1• goto BADPARMI

• I Step3 - verify that log file name passed as 2nd parameter does i
" I exist, l
" I i

If not exist %2 goto NOPARM2

• [ Step4 - All tests passed - make log entry l
• I First, write nonsense text to the temp file named by I
• f parameter i. l
• I Then, capture what the dir commandsays about the file, I
• I including the date/time stamp• I

Echo .>%1.

dir *._lfind "%1">>%2
goto END
•BADPARMI
Echo.

Echo ^GSWPMLOGError" Ist parameter names existing file, cannot log event.
goto END

'NOPARMI
Echo.

Echo ^GSWPMLOGError" Ist parameter must be specified as a valid file name

•NOPARM2
Echo.

Echo ^GSWPMLOGError • 2nd parameter must be the name of the log file
Echo.
Echo Event not logged due to one or more errors•
goto END

•BADPARM3
Echo ^GSWPMLOGError • Too many parameters used in call to SWPMLOG.
"END
if exist %1. del %1. >nul

Figure 9.3. (contd)
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10.0 Reference Data Library Generator

This process produces files for input to the SWPM. It is written entirely in PAL and can be exe-

cuted from the SWPM database application menu. In Version 1.4, it includes scenario management

features that allow the modeler to identify sources for various inputs to the RDL process and define a
destination for output.

There are actually three phases to RDL usage. The first, described in Section 10.1, involves inter-
action with the user to define the source locations and destination for the scenario of interest. The next

phase, covered in Section 10.2, is optional and serves to regenerate forecast data in the form needed by

the RDL process itself. The final phase, in Section 10.3, is the RDL generator process itself, in which

model input files are created.

10.1 Scenario Management

This module is entirely new for Version 1.4 and is yet to be coded. A section will be added when

construction is complete and the module has been tested.

10.2 Forecast Data Preparation

This module will be similar to the reference database version but is yet to be coded. A section will

be added to this document when construction is complete and the module has been tested.

10.3 RDL File Generation Process

This section will be added when preparation of the RDL software is complete.

10.4 RDL File Generator Operation

This section will be added when preparation of the RDL software is complete.
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II.0 Procedure Libraries

This chapter describes the individual procedures contained in libraries used by the SWPM

application. The six procedure libraries are ADMIN, DETOOLS, FEAEDIT, FOREDE, RDL, and

UTIL. All libraries are located in the LIB\ directory in files with ".LIB" .as the file name extension.
Use of these libraries involves the standard Paradox practice of including their names in the definition

for the system variable AUTOLIB. This definition is supplied automatically during SWPM startup
processing as described in Chapter 4.

11.1 ADMIN Library

This library contains procedures used by the database administrator and developer. The procedures

are not intended to be used by the general database user. See Chapter 12, Sections 12.3 and 12.4 for
more information.

11.2 DETOOLS Library

This library contains some of the DET procedures provided by Paradox. The library has been

copied to the application library directory for convenience. Individual procedures are documented in
the DET section of the Paradox PAL manual.

11.3 FEAEDIT Library

This library contains edit procedures used for maintaining tables containing codes and parameters,

such as the waste generator and forecast tables.

FeaEdit0 Description: Provides view and edit facility for table whose name is passed as

a parameter. User's rights are checked and special handling is

given to operations involving creation, deletion, and changing of

key field via other procedures called by this procedure.

Parameters: 1. Type: A
Descriptive label of table to be shown as part of a Wait

Table prompt

i

2. Type: A
Name of table to be edited
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3. Type: A

Key field of table

Return: None

Application: SWPM Codes table maintenarice

Scripts -
Source: PAL\FEAEDIT. SC

Compile: LIB\FEAEDIT. SC

Fealns0 Description: Called by FeaEdit0 to handle inserts to the specified table. The
user is prompted for a new item to add to the table. User's

response becomes key to new table row. A check is made for a

duplicate. If insert is successful, the cursor is positioned so that

the other columns of the new row may be defined.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

Descriptive label of table to be shown as part of prompt for
new feature

2. Type: A
Name of table to be edited

3. Type: A

Key field of table

Return: None

Application: SWPM Codes table maintenance

Scripts -
Source: PAL\FEAEDIT.SC

Compile: LIB\FEAEDIT.SC

FeaUpd0 Description: Called by FeaEdit0 to handle updates of the key field in the

specified table. The user must move to the row to be modified

and is prompted for a new feature. A check is made for a dupli-

cate. If the new key definition does not duplicate some existing

one, the change is made. The procedure maintains referential

integrity by changing other tables using the key value that was
modified here.
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Parameters: I. Type: A
Name of table to be edited

2. Type: A

Key field of table

Return: None

Application: SWPM Codes table maintenance

Scripts -
Source: PAL\FEAEDIT.SC

Compile: LIB\FEAEDIT.SC

FeaDel0 Description'.Calledby FeaF_it0tohandlethedeletionofarow inthespec-
ifiedtable.The usermustmove totherow tobe deletedfirst.

Checksaremade forrowsinothertables.Ifthekeyoftherow

tobedeletedisalsoa keyincertainothertables,thedeleteis
notallowed.

Parameters: I. Type:A
Name of table to be edited

2. Type: A

Key field of table

Return: None

Application: SWPM Codes table maintenance

Scripts -
Source: PAL\FEAEDIT.SC

Compile: LIB\FEAEDIT.SC

11.4 FOREDE Library

This library contains data entry procedures that are executed directly or invoked in response to
events by the DET.

Cont_DE0 Description: Extracts container data (if any) from d\CONT for the current
WG/Scenario combination into a work table for use as a data

entry/update area. Data entry toolkit procedures are called.
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Certain data validation checks are made before the user may

exit. Data from this work table replace all data for the

WG/Scenario in the original table.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL\CONT.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE. SC

Cont_NewFld0 Description: Data entry toolkit procedure invoked whenever the cursor is

moved to a new field during data entry. Maintains current row

totals, prompts and sets blocking status for fields which cannot
accept data.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL\CONT.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

Denorm0 Description: Normalizes data entry tables in a process that is the inverse of

crosstabbing. The receiving table is first purged of all rows con-

raining data for the current WG name and scenario. This

process is used to return data to the original table after data entry

or update is performed in a work table.

Parameters: 1. Type: A
The name of the table to be normalized

2. Type: A

The name of an existing normal form table to receive the
data
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3. Type' N I

The number of "key" fields, i.e., those fields that define the
rOWS

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL\FOREDE.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

De_Rep_Ins0 Description: Builds an insert query to add data for the current WG to table

work_DE_REP for reporting purposes.

Parameters: 1. Type: A
The WG to be used as selection criterion in the insert query

Return: None

Application: called by FORE_DE_REP0

Scripts -
Source: PAL\FOREDE.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

Forede0 Description: Establishes screen messages and invokes menu procedure to get

a data entry process selection from the user.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL\FOREDE.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

Foreedit0 Description: Gets a WG/Scenario selection from the user prior to data entry

or verification reporting. This is a mandatory step that defines

WG and scenario variables that are used by other processes.
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Even though the procedure name and code comments imply

otherwise, no editing is done within this procedure.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL\FOREDIT.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

Foreval0 Description: Verifies the validity of a WG/Scenario combination by looking
for it in the d\FORECAST table.

Parameters: None

Return: "True" if valid, "False" if combination does not exist

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL\FOREDE.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

Forevol._De0 Description: Extracts volume data (if any) from d\FOREVOL for the current
WG/Scenario combination into a work table for use as a data

entry/update area. Data entry toolkit procedures are cabled.

Certain data validation checks are made before the user may

exit. Data are returned to the original table.

Parameters: No ne

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL\FOREVOL.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC
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Forevol_NewFld0 Description: DET procedure invoked whenever the cursor is moved to a new
field during data entry. Maintains current row totals, prompts
and sets blocking status for fields that accept data.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL\FOREVOL.SC

Compile: LIB_FOREDE.SC

Fore_De..Rep0 Description: Empties and refills forecast report table with current data by
calling DE_PEP INS. Sends a report to the printer.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: ?

Scripts -
Source: PAL\FOPEDE.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

Get_Period_Data0 Description: Executes a query to retrieve data for a specified WG, scenario,
and forecast period.

Parameters: 1. Type: A
Tableto run query against

2. Type: A
WG name

3. Type: A
Scenario name

4. Type: A
Period (year, "Held," etc)
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Return: Number of records in answer table

Application: Data entry processes

Scripts -
Source: PAL\FOREDE.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

HCD_De0 Description: Extracts HCD data (if any) from d\HCD for the current
WG/Scenario combination into a work table for use as a data

entry/update area. DET procedures are called. Certain data
validation checks are made before the user may exit. Data are

returned to the original table.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL\HCD.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

HCD_NewFId0 Description: DET procedure invoked whenever the cursor is moved to a new
field during data entry. Maintains current row totals, prompts

and sets blocking status for fields that cannot accept data.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application' SWPM data entry

Sc ,pts-
Source: PAL\HCD.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

Notes_A() Description: Invoked (commonly by ALT N) to capture notes tbr storage in

d\NOTEPAD. This half of the process maintains the notes in an

array that must be written to the notepad data table by

NOTES_B. Immediate storage to the table was not possible
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since this procedure is called during DET processes. Updating
another table while using DET is not worth the coding effort and
loss of performance. NOTES SET0 must be used first. See
implementationnotes in source code.

i

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\NOTES A.SC

m

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

Notes_B0 Description: This proceduremust be called after exiting from a DET process
to store any notes made duringthe process via NOTES_A.
Implementationnotes in source code for NOTES_A include
instructions on use of NOTES B.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\NOTES B.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

Notes_Set0 Description: Establishes arraysfor use by NOTES_A and NOTES_B in cap-
turing notepad entries during DET processes. See
implementation notes in NOTES_A source code.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry
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Scripts -
Source: UTIL\NOTES SET.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

PCD_De0 Description: Extracts container data (if any) from d\PCD for the current
WG/Scenario combination into a work table for use as a data

entry/update area. Data entry toolkit procedures are called,

Certain data validation checks are made before the user may

exit, Data are returned to the original table.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL\PCDSC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

PCD_NewFId0 Description: DET procedure invoked whenever the cursor is moved to a new

field during data entry. Maintains current row totals, prompts

and sets blocking status for fields that cannot accept data.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application' SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL\PCD.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

Rad_De0 Description: Extracts radionuclide data (if any) from d\RAD for the current
WG/Scenario combination into a work table tbr use as a data

entry/update area. DET procedures are called, Certain data

validation checks a,re made before the user may exit. Data are

returned to the original table.

Parameters: No ne
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Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PALkRAD.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

Tkecont_None0 Description: DET procedure that defines arrival, departure and keystroke

procedures for container data entry. It also establishes which

keys are valid and invalid during data entry.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: WORK\ECONT.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

Tkeforevol_None0 Description: DET procedure that defines arrival, departure, and keystroke

procedures for volume data entry. It also establishes which keys

are valid and invalid during data entry.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: WORK\EFOREVOL. SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

TkeHCD_None0 Description: DET procedure that defines arrival, departure, and keystroke

procedures for HCD data entry. It also establishes which keys

are valid and invalid during data entry.

Parameters: None
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Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: WORK\EHCD.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

TkePCD_None0 Description: DET procedure that defines arrival, departure, and keystroke I
procedures for PCD data entry. It also establishes which keys

I

are valid and invalid during data entry.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: WORK\EPCD.SC

Compile: LIB\FOREDE.SC

11.5 Reference Data Library

This library contains procedures that support generation of reference data library (RDL) files for

input to the model. See Chapter 10 for a description of the RDL generator software.

WriteRDL0 Description: Initiates RDI, process, calls WRITERPS0 and WRITERPF0.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM RDL

Scripts -
Source: PAL\WRITERDL.SC

Compile: LIB\RDL.SC
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WriteRPF0 Description: Compiles RPF data ,and exports to a text file.

Parameters: I. Type: A

Name of file to export to

Return: None

Application' SWPM RDL

Scripts -
Source: PAL\WRITERPF.SC

Compile: LIB\RDL.SC

WriteRPS0 Description: Compiles RPS data and exports to a text file.

Parameters: I. Type:A

Name of file to export to

Return: None

Application: SWPM RDL

Scripts -
Source: PAL\WRITERPS.SC

Compile: LIB\RDL.SC

11.6 UTIL Library

This library contains a set of miscellaneous procedures used throughout the SWF'M database !
application.

Beeps0 Description: Beeps three times, Used to notify user of end of a process.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: Various procedures and scripts

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\BEEPS.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC
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BlnkZeroO Description: Converts zeros or small values to blanks in numeric columns of

a specified table. Used for improved report appearance. If a
small non-zero value is to be used as the threshold value for

conversion to blank, it cannot exceed O. 1.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

Table name - including directory path

2. Type: N
The first column number to be inspected for the threshold

value and changed to blank if it is less than or equal the

value of parameter 4.

3. Type: N

The number of columns to be inspected for the threshold

value. If the range of columns defined by parameters 2 and

3 includes columns that are not of "N" types, these columns

are not changed. They are counted as part of the number of

columns to be examined for update, however. The proce-

dure automatically compensates if this number is too large.
In situations where all columns after the one specified as

parameter 2 are to be processed, a large number (e.g., 100)

may be used for convenience.

4. Type: N
The threshold value at or below which a conversion to blank

is made. This allows a very small non-zero number to be
blanked out as if it where zero. A maximum of 0. I is

enforced in the procedure, however.

Return: True if no problems were encountered, Returns False if table

does not exist or starting column number is too large. On-screen

error messages are also displayed.

Application: Various report process scripts

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\BLNKZERO.SC

Compile: UTIL\UTIL.SC
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DupeRec0 Description: Duplicate an entire record in edit or coedit mode.

Parameters" None

Return" None

Application: Available for connection to user-defined hot key

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\DUPEREC.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL. SC

ExportSS0 Description: Export a Paradox table to a Quattro or Lotus spreadsheet.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: All X'nnn'.SC scripts - 'rmn' indicates the ID number

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\EXPORTSS. SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

Fill_Tbl0 Description: Inserts normalized data into spreadsheet style format data entry

tables. Similar to cross-tabulation operation.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

The first field of the source table that will be the key or part

of the key for the destination table. Additional key fields in

the source must appear immediately following the first key.
The column identifier and table value must appear following

the row key(s) in the source.

2. Type: N

The number of fields in the source table that uniquely
defines records in the destination tables. These fields must

appear consecutively after the field named in parameter 1.

Acceptable values are 1 or 2 only.

3. A comma delimited list of column names that are valid for

data entry. An asterisk means all columns are valid.
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4. The name of the spreadsheet style data entry table to receive
the data.

Return: None

Applications: Most SWPM data entry processes

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\FILLTBL.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

Genedit0 Description: Generic table edit facility.

Parameters: 1. Type: A
The name of the table to be edited

2. Type: A

Title to show on display

3. Form number

Must be a valid form or null placeholder. A valid form

designation ("F" or 1-14) displays the table in form view
mode.

4. Notepad2 call enable/disable (Passed as True/False)

Return: True if user exits with F2. Returns False if user exits with Esc

Applications: General table editing, such as NOTEPAD, BOXDIM, and other

notepad tables

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\GENEDIT.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

Getstr_Lu0 Description: Accepts a string from the user and checks for its presence as a

first field value in a lookup table.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

Text to be used as a prompt
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2. Type: A

Data type of value to be accepted

3. Type: A
Name of lookup table

Return: Value of swing entered, of type specified by parameter 2

Applications:

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\GETSTR.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

Getstr_YN0 Description: Accepts a string from the user that must be either "Y" or "N".

Input is automatically shifted to upper case.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

Text to be used as a prompt

Return: Either a "Y" or "N", depending on user response.

Applications: SWPM get a string application

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\GETSTR.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

KeyBik0 Description: Blocks data entry into a field of a table used with the DET. To
implement, specify this procedure as a keystroke procedure for

each field on which it is to be applied. Set the variable
ZZDtaOK to FALSE in the calling procedure to block entry.

Parameters: None, although this procedure checks the value of global
variable ZZDtaOK

Return: Sets TKAccept to True or False

Applications: SWPM data entry processes that use the DET
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Scripts -
Source: KEYBLK.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

LineCtr0 Description' Displays centered text on the screen line specified. Text is trun-

cated if longer than 78 characters. Out-of-range line specifica-
tion causes function to use line I l of the display.

Parameters: 1. Type: A, up to 78 characters

Text to be displayed

2. Type: N

Screen line number (0-23)

Applications: Various processes that display messages to the user

Scripts -
Source: LINECTR.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

Loc_Restore0 Description: Restore the workspace location to a previously saved position.

LOC_SAVE0 must have been used to record data about
location.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: Lookup()

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\LOOKU E SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

Loc_Save() Description: Save the current location relative to the workspace. Assumes

recovery will be made with LOC_RESTORE. Allows lbr multi-
ple linked tables as well as a single table.

Parameters: None

Return: None - defines variables
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Applications: Lookup0

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\LOOKUP.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

Loc_sRestore0 Description: Restorethe workspace location to a previously savedposition.
LOC_sSAVE0 must have been used to recorddata about
location.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: GenedttO, Fea_itO, and ForeEditO

Scripts-
Source: UTIL\LOC_RES.SC
Compile: LIB\UTiL.SC

Loc_sSave0 Description: Save the current location relative to the workspace, Assumes
recoverywill be made with LOC_sRESTORE.Works fora
single table in workspace. Also assigns certain variablesthat
Notepad20 uses to recordthe currenttable name, field name,
and field content.

Parameters: None

Return: None - defines variables

Applications: Gcnedit0, Feaedit0, and ForeEdit0

Scripts-
Source: UTIL\LOC RES.SCB

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

Lookup() Description: Simulatethe Paradoxtablelookupfeatureandallowedits.
BeginsbycallingLOC_SAVE0,allowinga selectionvia WAIT
TABLE andF2, thencallsLOC_RESTORE. Returnsthevalue
in thesecondfield of the lookuptable.
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Parameters: I, Type: A
Name of lookup table

Return: Value of second field of the row that the user selects in the table

specified by the parameter

Applications: Various

Scripts
Source: UTIL\LOOKUESC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

MaxLenO Description: To specify the maximum string length of contents of the current
field. This procedure is useful for planning report field
specifications.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Return: None

Application: Ad hoc data manipulation

Scripts -
. Source: UTIL\MAXLEN.5C

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

MenuExe() Description: Provides a data-driven menu facility that allows menu content to
be entirely determined by the contents of a table. See Menu
System, Chapter !1, tbr additional documentation.

Parameters: I. Type: A
Menu option name - the text appearing in the MENUOPT
field of menu\MENU. This parameter establishes the group
of options that are to appear as a single Paradox-style bar
menu,

2, Type' A
The first title line of the menu screen - appears in central
area of the screen
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3. Type: A
The second title line of the menuscreen

4. Type: A
The third(caption) line of the menu screen,

5. Type: logical
Determineswhether border is shown - "False" for no border

displayed

Return: None

Application: SWPM databaseapplication

Scripts-
Source: MENU\MENU.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

Mov_Flds0 Description:Copiesthecontentsofaspecifiednumberoffieldsfromthe
sourcetabletothedestinationtable.Eachrecordinthesource

table providesdatato be copied to the destination.

Parameten: 1, Type: A
Name of the field in the currenttable in the workspacethat
will be the firstof a specified numberof fields in each row
to be transferred

2, Type:A
Name of destinationtable

3. Type: A
Name of first field in destinationtable that will receivedata
transferredfromsource, This table mustalsobein the
work,space.

4. Type:N
Numberof consecutivefieldsto betransferredfromsource
tablerowsto destinationtablerows

Return: None

Applications: Most data entry processes
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Scripts
Source' UTIL\MOVFLD.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

Msg0 Description: Displays a message at lower right of screen followedby
instruction to press ENTER to continue.

Parameters: 1. Type: A
Text of message

Return: Message text in lower rightof screen, followed by prompt to
press ENTER key and a pause induced by an ACCEPT state-
ment. Currentcolors are overriddenwith white on red

background.

Applications: Variousprocesses that pass messages to the user and require
acknowledgement beforecontinuing

Scripts-
Source: UTIL\MSG.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

MsgCtr0 Description: Displays a message at the center of the screen. Unlike MSG(),
the process that calls this procedure continues immediately with
no user interventionneeded. It uses the colors currently in
e_'ect,

Parameters' l, Type: A
Textof message

Return: Messagetext incenterof screen

Applications: Variousprocessesthatpassinformationmessagesto theuser
i

Scripts-
Source' UTIL\MSG.SC

Compile: LIB_UTIL.SC

Normal() Description' Normalizes table specified as source table into table named as
destination table, allowing tbr number of key fields in source
table.
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Parameters: I. Type: A
Name of source table

2. Type: A
Name of destinationtable

3. Type: N
Numberof key fields in sourcetable

Return: None
I

Applications: Ad hoc datamanipulation

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\NORMAL.SC

Compile: LIB_UTIL.SC

NotePad0 Description: Generalpurposenote-tak/nllutility thatcapturesinformation
aboutthecurrenttableandfield. Not intendedto beusedwithin

WAITTABLE function.SeeNotepadFunctions,Chapter10,
for additionaldocumentation,

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: Canbeinvokedu a miniscriptor connectedto a hotkeyvia
SETKEY, Key 14[Ctrl N] is recommended.

Scripts-
Source: UTIL\NOTEPAD.SC
Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

NotePad20 Description: Similarto NOTEPAD0exceptthatit is intendedto beused
withina WAITTABLEsectionof anotherprocedureor script.
SeeNotepadFunctions,Chapter10, fordocumentation.Also
seesourcecodecommentsfor implen,entationinformation.

Parameters: None

Return: None
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Application: Availablefrom within certain SWPM table maintenance proc-
esses thatdo not use the DET, such as Genedit()

Scripts -
Source: UTiL\NOTEPAD2.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

Proper0 Description: Convertsthe enclosed string to proper namecapitalization, The
firstletter of each word is capitalized and remaining letters are
lower case, The user is responsiblefor passing data of string
type.

Parameters: !. Type: A
Text stringto be capitalized as a proper name

Return: Textstring

Application: Ad hoc datamanipulation

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\PROPER.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

RndPer() Description: Roundspercentagesto three decimal places. Call as a departure
procedurefor a fieldor to update the current field. Uses DET
features,

Parameters: None- worksoncurrentfield

Return: Replacescurrentfieldwith roundeddata

Applications: Data entry processes

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\RNDPER.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

RptMgr() Description: Providesmenuselection of available reports. See Report
Manager technical notes and the User's Guide tbr additional
documentation.

Parameters: None
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Return: None

Applications: Invokedfrom SWPM database applicationmenu

Scripts-
Source: UTIL\RPTMGR.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL,SC

RptMsg0 Description: Specified as the procedureto be executed by the Report Manager
when no actual processing is requiredto preparereport data. A
message is displayedstating that no processing is required and
printing or storage of the report text proceeds immediately.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: Report Manager

Scripts-
Source: UTIL\RPTMGR.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

RptNA0 Description: Invokedby ReportManagerwhen report processing is chosen
for a report that is not yet available. Providesan informational
message and avoidsabortingthe ReportManagerwhen the
report has been specified and addedto the report table but not
yet programmed.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: ReportManager

Scripts-
Source: UTIL\RPTMGR,SC

Compile: LIBXUTIL.SC

StatAcc0 Description:Providesupdateandreport capabilityforSWPM database
Version1.4configurationmanagement.
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Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: Configuration Management, invoked from ADMIN menu

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\STATACC.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

StatAcc20 Description: Allows editing of software change request or data change request
tables.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

Name of table to be edited in this procedure

Return: None

Applications: Statacc0

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\STATACC2.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

StatAcc30 Description: Reporting procedure for status accounting forms.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

Name of table to be edited in this procedure

Return: None

Applications: Statacc0

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\STATACC3.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

Store_Rpt0 Description: Prints Paradox report to text file,

Parameters: 1. Type: A

Name of table to which the report is related
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2. Type: A

Report number of report desired. Values "R" and "RI"
through "RI4" are valid.

3. Type:A
Output file to receive report. Extension must be omitted,
Paradox default ".RVr" is used. Existing file by this name
is written over without warning.

Return: None

Applications: Rptmgr0

Scripts-
Source: UTIL\STORERPT.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

TabDoc0 Description: Adds table and field names to tables in which these are doc-

umented. See Technical Notes, Chapter i2, for documentation
of this feature.

Parameters: None

Return; None

Applications: Used in documentation phase only

Scripts-
Source: UTIL\TABDOC.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

TimeDiff0 Description: Calculates difference between times to show elapsed time.
Return value format selectable by mode parameter, if either
store or end time is null or blank, returned value is "99:99:99"

or "999.9", depending on format mode. If mode is invalid, "0"
is returned.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

Starting time of timed period

2. Type:A

Endingtimeoftimedperiod
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3. Type: N
Format mode selection. Set to 1 if elapsed time is to be
returned in HH:MM:SS format. Set to 2 if MMM.M format

is desired.

Return: Difference between times as string in format selected by third

parameter. A return of 0 indicates an invalid mode was sent. A

return value of all nines indicates a missing start or end time.

Applications: Rptmgr0

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\TIMEDIFESC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

Trim() Description: Trims leading and trailing blanks from a string passed as a

parameter, returns trimmed value. Imbedded blanks are not
removed.

Parameters: 1. Type: A
Character string to be trimmed

Return: Character string received, less any trailing or leading blanks

Applications: General purpose tool

Scripts -
Source: UTIL',TIMEDIFF.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

ValChk() Description: Validity check information is captured and stored in table/field
documentation table "TABFLD".

Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: SWPM database administration

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\VALCHK.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC
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ValExist0 Description: Determines whether there are any occurrences of a specified

value in a particular column of a table.

Parameters: 1. Type: A
Name of table to search

2. Type: A
Field of table to be searched

3. Type: same as type of field specified by parameter 2

Applications: Codes table maintenance processes

Return: True or False

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\VALEXIST. SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

ValPdDel0 Description: Deletes all rows of a table with a Period ID field that contains a

specified value.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

Name of table in which delete is to take place

2. Type: A

Dummy parameter

3. Type: A
Period ID of rows to be deleted

Return: None

Applications: Some SWPM codes table maintenance processes

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\VALPDDEL.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

ValUpdO Description: Updates all rows in a designated table containing a specified

field value to a new value. A "changeto" query is executed.
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Parameters: 1. Type: A

Name of table in which update is to take place

2. Type: A

Name of field to change

3. Type: A
Old value of field

4. Type: A
New value of field

Return: None

Applications: Codes table maintenance

Scripts
Source: UTIL\VALUPD.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

ValYrDel0 Description: Deletes rows from a specified table in which other parameters

match certain field values. Uses "delete" query.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

Name of field in which deletes are to take place

2. Type: A

Name of field containing WG names

3-5. Dummy parameters

6. Type: depends on field type of parameter 2

Value contained in field specified by parameter 2

7. Type: depends on field to the right of that specified in

parameter 2
Value of scenario contained in this field

8. Type: A

Year value of row(s) to be deleted
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9. Type: A
Period ID of row(s) to be deleted

Return: None

Applications: Codes table maintenance

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\VALRDEL.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC
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12.0 Development and Adnistration Tools

This chapter describes various tools provided in the SWPM database for both administration and

development needs, included with each description are details on the procedures, scripts, and
implementation of that tool.

12.1 Status Accounting

Under sound configuration management practices, requested changes of data and software must be

approved in accordance with the configuration management plan. Approved changes should be tracked
and their current status should be easily determinable. This subsystem p_ides a place to receive data

describing approved changes and supports the determination of the status of any change through reports
or displays on a screen, It also serves as a history of changes to the system made since the

configuration management baseline was established.

Data and software change requests are treated separately for maintenance purposes, although a
combined status report is available. A single method of supplying change ID numbers is used for both
data and software changes.

12.1.1 Procedures and Scripts

Statacc0 Procedure that invokes status accounting function. Access privileges are verified
and the menu is provided to allow the selection of maintenance screens for either
software or data change requests and for reports. Contained in LIB\UTIL.LIB,

Statacc20 Called by Statacc0 - provides display and update screen for either data or
software change requests.

Statacc30 Called by StataccO - allows user to select a particular data or software request to
print

STATACC.SC LocatedinUTIL subdirectory-compilesintoStatacc0

STATACC2.SC Located in UTIL subdirectory -compiles into Statacc20

STATACC3.SC LocatedinUTIL subdirectory-compilesintoStatacc30

12.1.2 Tables and Related Objects

d\DATACHG.DB Table containing datachangerequest records
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d\DATACHG.F Form used for display and maintenance of DATACHGtable

workXDATACHG.DB Table used to receive a single change request record to be printed

work\DATACHG.R Report specification useA to print contents of work\DATACHGtable

d\SOF_HG, DB Table containing software change request records

d\SOFTCHG.F Form used for display and maintenance of SOFTCHG table

work\SOFTCHG.DB Table used to receive a single change request record to be printed

work\SOFTCHG.R Report specification used to print contents of work\SOFTCHG table

12.1.3 implementation

This feature is implemented by adding menu selections in the menuing system as described in
Chapter 5, There are additional menus generatea within the procedures,

12.1.4 Operation

All request_ changes to software should be entered into the status accounting system. If data
changes involve forecast information, no entries are needed during the data entry phase of the ',.Jrecast
da'tacollection cycle, Later, after forecast volumes have been published, resulting in a de facto
baseline, data changes should be recorded herr, Data changes that involvelookup tables should always
be recorded, This type of change will often be accompanied by software changes, In such cases, the
data and software change request records should reference each other's change ID numbers,

i2.1.5 Maintenance

Barring changes to requirements, the only maintenance needed is to change the starting change ID
number in utiI\STATACC.$C. This number starts the sequence of automatically assigned IDs and
should include the fiscal year number ("92" for Version 1.4) as the first two digits,

12.2 Table/Field Documenter

This set of procedures captures basic table structure and validity check intbrmation and adds it to
documentation tables from which the data dictionary is produced, Space in the documentation tables is
provided so that descriptions of each table and field can be entered manually. When minor changes
such as expansion of a data field or a data type is changed, it is usually easier to manually update the
documentation tables,
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12.2.1 Procedures and Scripts

Tabdoc() Procedurethatgetsuser'sselectionof a tableto addto thedocumentation.A
warningisissuedif the tablehu alreadybeendocumented.Theprocedureuses
the D\ directoryu thedefaultbutmaybeeasilyoverridden.Containedin
LIB\UTIL.LIB.

Valchk0 Procedurethatexamineseachdocumentedtablefor fieldvaliditychecks.These
checksarerecordedandareavailableforreponi_. Containedin
LIB\UTIL.LIB.

TABDOC.SC Locatedin UTIL subdirectory- compliesintoTabdoc0

VALCHK,SC Locatedin UTIL subdimctory-compilesintoValchk0

12.2.2 l_bles and Related Objects

doc\tables\TAB.DB Tablecontainingnamesanddescriptionsof applicationtables

doc\tables\TABFLD.DBTablecontainingnames,descriptions,andvaliditycheckinformationfor
eachfieldof eachtablein the database

work\DOCrMEDB TemporarytableusedbyVALCHK0 to createa copyof
doc\tables\TABFLD,DB, Validitycheckdeterminationmustbedoneona
copyto avoidconflictswhenexaminingvaliditychecksonthesametable
thatreceivesvaliditycheckdocumentation.

12.2.3 Implementation

This featureisexecutedvia themenuingsystemdescribedinChapter5. Implementationrequires
installationof the tablesindirectoryDOC\TABLESwithinthe applicationdirectory, Proceduresmust
be includedina libraryavailableto theuser, Report"R" for tableDOC\TABLES\TABFLDcontainsa
reporttitlethatshouldbechangedto reflecttheapplicationin whichthedocumenterfeatureis
installed.Otherwise,thisfeatureisgenericandneedsnoothercustomization,

12.2.4 Operation

SelectAdmln fromtheSWPM applicationmenu, ThenchooseTabl)o¢or ValChk fromthe
administrationmenu, Validitycheckdocumentationrequiresnofurtheraction, Fortable
documentation,eachtablemustbe individuallyselected.The userisaskedto approveoverwritesof
documentationfor tablesthathavebeenpreviouslyincluded.
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12.2..q Maintenance

N¢_routinemaintenancerequirementsexist.

12.3 Report Development Tools

A number of the tasksrequiredto preparereportsof the type used frequently in the SWPM
database_lpplicationare highly repetitiousandcan involveseveralstepseachtime the), areperfi_rmed_

For example,definingsubtotaland total fields for a reportcoveringthe thirty-_ar torecastperiod will
entail the creationof _, 90 or more summary fields,all of which may also haveto be ft)rmatted_ The

report developmenttoolsdetailed in this sectionaddressthis problem anda fewothers _' way()t me.u
selections, Figures12, i and 12.2 showthesemenusasth_ appearover the Paradoxrept_rtdeftnititm

screen_These toolsare intendedto be genericandthereforeusablef_)rother applicationsbeside_ =
SWPM,

12.3.1 Menu Options

Group Totals-

Thereportis scannedfor group footers_ Within each footer discovered,a summary field is
defined tbr every numericfield in the table band,using the same field format as usedtor the

detail values_ An underline is insertedaboveeachgrouptotal, Group footersmustbeempty
prior to usingthis option, The procedureautomaticallyinsertsadditionallines inl_ the group
l_oter bandwhen needed, "[b complete,line labelssuchas "Group lbtal" musthe added
manuallyto eachpagewidth, The group footer shouldbe examinedfor meaninglesstotals,such
;is an ID numberthat receivesa totalalongwith other valuesin the detail. These itemsmust he
removedmanually,

Report lbtals -

Report t,)tats fields are placed in the report t_oter thr every ,umeric field in the table hand

Single underlinesare placedabovetotals and double underlines_tppearhelt_w, The report hand
must he empty or thisoption will terminatewith an error message, A line label such as "(;r=tnd
"ii_tal°' mustbe insertedmanually in eachpagewidth. As with group t,)tals, the rep_rt tht_ter
sht_uldhe examinedlbr meaninglessreport totals,

PageSetup -

An()thermenu isdisph_ed, as shown in Figure 12,2, There are six p=tgelayout{_ptit_ns_ind
tw(_t)_tgeduplexing choices. Selection I resets the report to the delhulL_,which ;ire ;|ssumed h_

hu in a_.'c(_rdancewith those described in Section 2,3, Paradox Det_ult Settings, Selections i_t_

assume an HI) LaserJetprinter is connected to LPTI t)r _,lvailablevia tllltt port thrt}ugh the
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network_DttJlexinltfunctionschosenusir_selections? andg requirethatthe HP printeris a
modelIllsi_ A numberof individu_setuppuametersue establishedin response(_ selectionsI_
6, amyoneof whichcanbechansedi_rwatd, if furtherrefinementsate n_ed. Selections?
andgonlyaddtothee_istingprinwrsetupstring_d do notchangeexistingsettings_Dupiexi_
selections_ relativeto theshortandlonged|esof thepiperwithoutrellm to orienuLtion_A_
a ruleof thumbforduplming,selecttheedgeof the piper thatwill bepunchedor bound.

$h_ ReportParameters-

Thecurrentreportsettingsaredisplwedu in FilPJre12,3. Nochanlle_c_ bemadewith
this menuselection,

12.3.2 _w'eo grid _pts

RptBandNtme0 gBL_rnsthe ntmeofthecurrentreportbind

RptCurRJllhtO Movesthe cursoronthe PALc_ _1 returnstheexactreportcolumn
position

RptFtndTblO Findsthe tableb_,d, positionathecunor in it andremrm_the rownumber

RptFtndFIdO Findsthe nextnumrtc fieldon thecurrentlinebysea_hinj for the character
"9"

RptGetFmtO Records the formstof the numericfield, so toud fields will be cretusd
similuJy

RptToolsO Cream anddtsplnysreporttoolsmenubyusingPopup20procedure

RptGrpTot0 Cream Iroupmudfieldswithineveryjroup footer;adds lines in _wrs u
needed

RptRptTot() Crums reportloudfields;adds lines to reportfooWrif needed

RptSemp() CreamsanddispllysreportseepmenuusingPopup20procedure

RptSpecs() Retrievesanddispl_ currentreportspecificationpar|uneters

Popup20 DET procedureLhatdisplwspopup lisu to beusedu menus

All of the aboveproceduresatecontainedin LIB\ADMIN.LIB.
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R1"O()LSRC,SC C'ontainsPALcodefor thefirstsix procedureslistedabove

GRP'IXTFS(" ContainsPALcodeforprocedureRptGrpTot()

R_SC ContainsPALcodefor procedureRptRpt_tO

RPTSETUPSC Contains PALcode forprocedureRptSetup0

RP_PECS,SC ContainsPALcodefor procedureRptSpecs()

POPUP2,SC ContainsPALcodefor DET procedurepopup20

All of the abovescriptfiles_ containedintheTOOLSsubdt_tory

12.3.3 Impl_tatton

Re librarycontaininllthe proceduresmust be included in the definitionof the AUTOLIBvariable
The initialprocedure,RptTools(),is mostconvenientlyusedwhenassocia_ witha hotkeysuchas
[Shift-FI] using a PAL setkeyscriptsuch as:

Setkey-84 Rpttools()

12.4 Prot,.tlon

Passwordprotectionis implementedon keydatabasetables, Protectionis installedusing a set of
proceduresthat areexecutedfromthePALmenuthatisaccessedvia[AIt-FIO] outsideof any
application

12.4.1 i,evel_or_uHly

Threelevelsareestablished,witha stnl|lepasswordto besharedbyall usersassignedtoeach
level_Thelevelsare:

. for administratoruse _ includes all privile._es- implementedvia a Paradoxmaster
password

- fi_rmodelersanddataanalysL,,oimplememedvia a Rlradoxauxiliarypasswc_rd
definition

- for dataentry,tieneralpurpL)seviewing,runningreports- implementedbyway
ota Paradoxauxiliarypassworddefinition
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12.4.2 P_ures andScripts

Pswds0 Establishespuswordstobeused,caJlsPswds.20andPswds.3()todefine
privilqes foreachpasswordin eachof theprotectedtables

Pswds20 C&lledbyI_,_lsO to establishmuterpuswordfor a table

Pswds_30 Calledoneor moretimesfor _h tablebyPswdsOto establishprivilegesfor
oneor bothauxiliarypuswords

All of theaboveproceduresate containedin LIB\ADMIN.LIB.

PSWDS.SC ContainsPAL codeforprocedurePswds0

PSWDS.2,SC ContainsPALcodefor procedurePswds_20

PSWDS.3,SC ContainsPALcodeforprocedurePswcls_30

All of theabovescript filesare locatedin the UTIL subdtrectory

12.4J lmpimnentatlon

No specialimplementationactionsarerecommended,sincetheseproceduresarenotusedoften,
The librarycontatninlltheproceduresmustbeincludedin the definitionof the AU_LIB variable.
The Pawds0procedureisthenexecutedu a miniscriptfiom thePALmenu. Changesto scriptfile
PSWDS,SC mustbe donevia ParadoxScripts]Editorl_t menuselections,sincethescriptitself"is
encryptedvia themuter password,

12.$ Miscellaneous

Thesesoftwaretoolsate usedto convenientlyperformsomeactionthatoftenmustbedone
repetitively,Seethe sourcescriptsfor additionaldocumentationstoredascomments,Hot keyusage
shownbelowissuRestedordy,thetoolsmaybetiedto anyhotkeysthatdo notconflictwithother
ParadoxusNle.

MaxlenO Returnsmaximumlengthof characterdatainthecurrentcolumnof"atable- executeda._
a miniscript

Duperec()Duplicatesthe currentrecordimmediatelybelowitspositionin the table- notto be
usedfor keyedtables- executedasa miniscriptor bya hot keyestablishedwith the SET
KEY command
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('uttext() Records text or contentsof a field for later pastingin variable XXXTEMP - companion

procedure to Pastetxt() - executed by connecting to a hot key via SETKEY command -

[CtrI-C] recommended, i,e,, SETKEY 3 Cuttext()

Pastetxt() Pastes stored text or contents of a field previously saved with CUTTEXT() to variable
XXXTEMP - replaces existing text or field contents - executed by connecting to a hot
key via SETKEY command - [Ctrl-P] recommended, i,e., SETKEY 16 Cuttext()

All of the above procedures are contained in LIB\ADMIN,LIB,

MAXLEN,SC Located in UTIL subdirectory - compiles into Maxlen()

DUPEREC, SC Located in UTIL subdirectory- compiles into Duprec()

CUTTEXT.SC Located in UTIL subdirectory - compiles into Cuttext()

PASTETXT.SC Located in UTIL subdirectory - compiles into Pastetxt0

CALCSUM.SC Located in "IDOLS subdin_ctory -enters "CALCSUM AS 'fieldnam'" in a query

field and moves the cursor one field to the right - useful when creating a group

summary queries tbr 30-year forecast tables where all 30 years must be

CALCSUMed - executed by connecting to a hotkey via SETKEY command -

[Ctrl-N] recommended,i.e,. SETKEY 14 play "tools\kcalcsum"
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Figure 12.1 Report Development Tools Menu
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Figure 12.2 Page Setup Menu
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Number of Page Widths: I
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Figure 12.3 Report Parameters Screen
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13.0 Maintaining Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Data

This chapter provides guidance in entering and maintaining treatment, storage, and disposal (TSD)
data. This activity is the responsibility of PNL staff who are involved with model operation. Changes
to these tables are therefore not made as a part of routine forecast data maintenance. These data
describe the details of the solid waste management system to the SWPM. Unlike forecast information,
TSD data do not originate with the waste generators. Designers of systems for the treatment, storage,
and ultimate disposal of waste develop TSD data to guide the model as it simulates the flow of wastes
through the waste management system. Forecast data and TSD data are, therefore, two distinct parts
of the SWPM database and are generally develope,d and maintained by different people. Forecast
information is viewed as an externally imposed "given," while TSD data can be modified
experimentally in the course of searching for waste management solutions. In practice, the TSD
database tables are infrequently modified, but serve as a baseline from which copies are made to
develop treatment scenarios. Instructions for TSD scenario creation and usage are available in separate
documents for those users who are involved in this activity.

Proceduresfor entering TSD data are very similar to those used for forecastdata: menu options
are chosen to select a particular table to work in, and editing procedures conform to standard Paradox
usage.

Four menu options provide access to tables that contain TSD descriptive data:

OPER This table lists the available operations to be performed on waste passing
through the system. Attribute fields in this table includecost informationand
waste classes to which the operations apply.

DIST_F This table contains the distribution fractions that are used to apportion the waste
from each waste generatorto the various operations. The table contains the
waste generatorabbreviatedname, the fraction itself, the operationreceivingthe
fraction of waste, and other information.

OPER_FLOW This table describes the flow of waste from one operation to another. It includes
the namesof the currentand next operations, the fraction of waste to go to the
next operation, andother information.

OPERCAP This table lists the capacities of each operation in the system. It includes the
nameof the operation, the nameof the applicablewaste class, the year for
which the capacityapplies, and the capacity itself,

Two other menu options involve tables containing information used during the production of
Reference Data Library files used for model input:
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WG TSD This table contains a list of waste generators to be recognized by the system. It

should contain ever)' TSD waste generator name referenced in the tbrecast waste

generator table, plus specially grouped waste generator names to be used when

creating the VOL_TSD table.

WSTKrRM This table contains the combinations of waste classes and container types that make

up waste streams that will be passed to the model. The contents of this table are

used for constructing a query rather than as data directly.

13.1 The Oper Table

• Select the TSD option from the Main Menu.

• Select Oper from the TSD Data Entry Menu.

• The table containing operation data appears. Use the [Ins] key to add new items and standard

Paradox editing procedures for updating existing ones.

• Press [F2] to finish. Since editing work is performed in the Paradox COEDIT mode, all changes

are posted as soon as work on a row is complete. Thus, pressing [Esc] will not cancel inserts,

deletes, or updates made during an editing session.

13.2 The Dist F Table

• Select the TSD option from the Main Menu.

• Select Dist_F from the TSD Data Entry Menu.

• The table co,,taining distribution fraction data appears. Use the [Ins] key to add new items and

standard Paradox editing procedures for updating existing ones.

• Press [F2] to finish. Since editing work is performed in the Paradox COEDIT mode, all changes

are posted as soon as work on a row is complete. Thus, pressing [Esc] will not cancel inserts,

deletes, or updates made during an editing session.

13.3 The Operflow Table

• Select the TSD option from the Mai,_ Menu.

• Select OperFIow from the TSD Data Entry Menu.
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• The table containing operation flow data appears. Use the [Ins] key to add new items and standard

Paradox editing procedures for updating existing ones.

• Press [F2] to finish. Since editing work is performed in the Paradox COEDIT mode, all changes

are posted as soon as work on a row is complete. Thus, pressing [Esc] will not cancel inserts,

deletes, or updates made during an editing session.

13.4 The Opercap Table

• Select the TSD option from the Main Menu.

• Select OperCap from the TSD Data Entry Menu.

• The table containing operation capacity data appears. Use the [Ins] key to add new items and
standard Paradox editing procedures for updating existing ones.

* Press IF2] to finish. Since editing work is performed in the Paradox COEDIT mode, all changes

are posted as soon as work on a row is complete. Thus, pressing lEsc] will not cancel inserts,

deletes, or updates made during an editing session.

13.5 The WG TSD Table

• Select the TSD option from the Main Menu.

• Select WG_TSD from the "ISD Data Entry Menu.

• The table containing TSD waste generator names appears. Use the [Ins] key to add new items and

standard Paradox editing procedures for updating existing ones.

• Press [1:2] to finish. Since editing work is performed in the Paradox COEDIT mode, all changes

are posted as soon as work on a row is complete. Thus, pressing [Esc] will not cancel inserts,

deletes, or updates made during an editing session.

13.6 The WS'ITRM Table

• Select the TSD option from the Main Menu.

• Select WstStrm from the TSD Data Entry Menu.

• The table containing waste stream definition data appears. Use the [Ins] key to add new items and
standard Paradox editing procedures for updating existing ones.
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Fields in this table are:

Waste Class - Corresponds to the Waste Class Abbrev field in forecast data

Container - A standard container type or valid Paradox pattern - may include a logical "not"

Waste Stream - The name to be assigned to any waste volume that matches the waste class and

container types specified in the two fields above

• Press [F2] to finish. Since editing work is performed in the Paradox COEDIT mode, all changes

are posted as soon as work on a row is complete. Thus, pressing [Esc] will not cancel inserts,
deletes, or updates made during an editing session.
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